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weighted ratio fades
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Comment deadline 
for RARE II Oct. 1
Hope for
By TOM HARVEY
Montana Katmtn Reporter
It is apparent that the 19:1 
student-faculty ratio that resulted 
in the loss of about 60 Full-Time 
Equivalent (FTE) faculty positions 
at the University of Montana will 
again .be used by the Montana 
Legislature to determine the un­
iversity's budget.
However, two proposals, one 
approved by the Board of Regents 
and one to be discussed by the 
Council of Presidents, could result 
In an increase of about 22 FTE 
faculty positions at UM.
The regents voted at their Sept. 
11 meeting to request $598,140 for 
UM’s Continuing Education 
P rog ram  fro m  th e  1979 
Legislature.
UM President Richard Bowers 
said Wednesday that if the 1979 
Legislature approves the board's 
request, UM could gain about 14 
FTE faculty.
Also at the same regents’ 
meeting, Bowers requested that 
the manner in which graduate 
students are counted in the budget 
formula be changed from a 
student-faculty ratio of 12:1 to a 
ratio of 10:1. The board requested
Three University of Montana 
students and one Montana State 
University student were killed in a 
light plane crash near Drummond 
late Tuesday afternoon.
The UM students who died are: 
Larry Smith, a business ad­
ministration major from Helena: 
Patrick Brian LaGaly, a biology 
major from Billings; Herschel 
Dean Moore III, who had majored 
in business at UM. The fourth 
victim was Hilary Kaye Tompkins, 
an M?U student from Helena.
that the Council of Presidents, 
composed of the presidents of the 
six units of the university system, 
discuss the proposal before the 
board takes any action.
In a statement to the regents, 
Bowers said he made the request 
because “the university feels it is 
being penalized by the simplistic 
19:1 student-to-faculty ratio — 
particularly because of its relative­
ly large graduate enrollment."
Bowers also said that the change 
is “justified as an interim method of 
partially recognizing the greater 
costs of graduate programs 
without the collection and analysis 
of detailed data."
Using enrollment figures from 
past years, Bowers said that if the 
change was made there would be 
an increase of 8.6 FTE faculty 
positions.
That the 19:1 student-faculty 
ratio would again be used to 
compute the university's budget 
became apparent to about 25 
faculty members who attended a 
June 29 meeting of the committee 
charged with coming up with a 
more sophisticated budgeting for­
mula for the university system.
Legislative Fiscal Analyst John 
LaFaver put it into words, saying,
ecutive Aviation of Missoula. Jim 
Rice, general manager of Ex­
ecutive Aviation, was reported in 
an AP story yesterday as saying he 
did not know what could have 
caused the crash.
In the same story a spokesman 
for the Federal Aviation Ad­
ministration said the tail section of 
the plane was found about a mile 
from the rest of the wreckage and
“My basic understanding is that 
this task force will not recommend 
anything to the Legislature."
Lawrence Pettit, commissioner 
of higher education, said the 
committee could not come up with 
a recommendation because the 
detailed data needed could not be 
collected in time, and because its 
members are too busy with their 
regular duties to work enough on 
the formula.
UM faculty members exchanged 
questions and comments with the 
committee for the entire meeting. 
One of the main themes of the 
faculty comments was that 
although it was probably impossi­
ble to come up with a sophisticated 
formula, the committee should at 
least come up with something a 
little better.
However, the committee took no 
action at the meeting and has not 
met since that date. ~
Committee member Garth 
Jacobson, UM student body presi­
dent, said Wednesday that the 
committee would probably be 
meeting again in two weeks.
Bowers, not a member of the 
committee, said he would attend 
that meeting.
that investigators suspect the 
plane may have disintegrated in 
midair. One body was found 200 
yards away from the plane. The 
other three bodies were found 
inside the cabin!
An autopsy was to be performed 
on the pilot’s body yesterday in 
Anaconda. The county coroner's 
office could not be reached for 
comment.
By JUDY CASANOVA
Montana Katntin Contributing Raportar
Only nine days remain for public 
comment on the Forest Service 
RARE II (Roadless Area Review 
and Evaluation) Draft En­
vironmental Statement. According 
to the U.S. Forest Service Region I 
RARE II office, the agency will 
accept letters of comment post­
marked no later than October 1.
The Draft Environmental State­
ment (DES) and public comment 
will help determine the Forest 
Service's preferred alternative for 
land management in the final 
Environmental Statement. This 
recommendation will be submitted 
to the 96th Congress and will 
determine the fate of 62 million 
acres of roadless land remaining 
within the National Forests and 
National Grasslands. The state of 
Montana contains a net total of 
5,762,095 of these acres in 155 
different areas.
The Montana Supplement to the 
DES suggests 10 management 
alternatives for each area under 
consideration. All alternatives fall 
into one of three categories: 
wilderness designation; manage­
ment for nonwlldemess use; and 
further planning under which a 
decision will be deferred.
In an interview Wednesday, 
Benjamin Stout, dean of the 
forestry school, said "rational and 
cogent arguments" from the public 
are “bound to have some effect" on 
the Forest Service recommen­
dations. He added that the Forest 
Service is faced with a "monumen­
tal task and they very much want to 
make a rational and fair decision.”
Stout encouraged students to 
examine the DES and the Montana 
Supplement which are available to 
the public through Forpst Service 
offices. Stout said that because 
this is an “extremely complex 
question . . .  it is terribly important 
for all of us to look critically at and 
evaluate the information and then 
react.”
A national environmental con­
troversy has arisen between 
development and wilderness in­
terests. RARE II is largely a vehicle 
to speed up a resolution to this 
controversy.
"Wilderness" as defined under 
the Wilderness Act of 1964 states
that there be no roads, timber 
harvesting, structures or in­
stallations and no use of motor 
boats or landing of aircraft within 
the wilderness.
Wilderness proponents accuse 
the wilderness opponents and the 
Forest Service of wanting to make 
decades worth of decisions in one 
blanket decision. The Sierra Club, 
The Wilderness Society and 
Friends of the Earth claim that 
RARE II is the “ last chance for our 
wild forest lands."
The Montana Coalition for 
Wilderness, a citizens' group com­
posed of a variety of citizens' 
o rg a n iz a t io n s ,  p u rp o r ts  
wilderness preservation as the 
“most cost-effective method of 
land management for the vast 
majority of Montana roadless 
lands.”
Wilderness opponents question 
the amount of land that can be 
delineated as wilderness without 
threatening the flow of goods and 
services (lumber, energy, minerals 
and developed recreation) to a 
growing population.
In an interview Thursday, Larry 
Biasing, Director of Forestry 
Programs for the Inland Forest 
Resource Council, explained the 
position of the timber industry. 
Biasing said the question of 
roadless areas is a critical concern 
to the industry since large 
wilderness designations w ill 
restrict the industry. He pointed 
out that "3.3 million acres of forest 
land are tied up in RARE II until the 
issue is resolved . . .  so it is very 
critical in terms of future and 
existing timber supply.”
He added that the council is 
concerned that as many people as 
possible should respond to RARE 
II and that decisions should be 
made on "a factual basis.”
Ray Hunter, RARE II coordinator 
for Region 1 of the Forest Service, 
reported rece iv ing  2,000 
responses to the DES thus far. 
Letters should be sent to Northern 
Region, Federal Building, Mis­
soula, MT 59601.
After analyzing the public com­
ments, the Forest Service will issue 
the final RARE II Environmental 
Statement in December. In 
January of 1979, its recommenda­
tion for wilderness additions will 
be submitted to Congress.
State libel law voided in Kaimin case
Three UM students killed
Both Smith and LaGaly attended 
UM Spring Quarter. Moore, the 
pilot of the plane, last attended UM 
Winter Quarter 1978.
The cause of the crash, which 
occurred six miles southwest of 
the Drummond airport on a flight 
from Missoula to Bozeman, is 
being investigated by the Seattle 
office of the National Transporta­
tion Safety Board. Officials of the 
General Aviation District office in 
Helena said yesterday in a 
telephone interview that it would 
probably be three months before 
any conclusions as to the cause of 
the accident are reached.
The plane was a single-engine 
Piper Archer rented from Ex-
By FRANK BOYETT
Montana Kaimin Associate Editor
A four-year-old, $102,000 libel 
suit filed against the University of 
Montana, the Kaimin, a former 
Kaimin editor, ASUM, Central 
Board and Publications Board got 
a shot in the arm last month from 
the state Supreme Court — with 
repercussions which will be felt by 
journalists statewide.
On Aug. 31 the high court 
handed down a decision which 
declared unconstitutional the state 
law which requires libeled persons 
to ask for a retraction before a libel 
suit can be filed. The result is that 
any newspaper in the state may
now be sued for libel with no prior 
warning.
A recapitulation of events in the 
case is necessary to give a proper 
perspective.
Carey Matovich Yunker, editor 
of the Kaimin in 1974, was 
agitating to establish a student-run 
print shop. According to her 
editorial, in which she called UM 
Print Shop Director At Madison a 
“congenital liar," she felt Madison 
was thwarting her in this goal. 
Madison took exception to her 
language and filed for libel, but, 
contrary to existing law, did not 
ask for a retraction before he filed 
suit.
The same month Madison filed 
suit, the defendants filed motions 
in district court to dismiss the case 
because Madison had not com­
plied with the retraction law. In 
December, 1976, District Judge 
Edward Dussault dismissed the 
case with a judgment in favor of the 
defendants.
Madison appealed the case to 
the state Supreme Court on the 
grounds that the retraction law 
was unconstitutional in that it 
absolutely precluded a libel suit 
and placed an impermissible 
limitation on the constitutional 
right of action for libel.
The high court agreed with 
Madison, basing its decision on 
two sections of the 1972 Montana 
Constitution. In its decision, 
delivered by Justice Gene B. Daly, 
the court said the retraction law 
was "in direct derogation of the 
clear and unambiguous language 
of Article II, Section 16, 1972 
Montana Constitution, which man­
dates that the courts of this state 
are open to every person, and a 
remedy offered for every injury to 
character."
“We do not find," Daly wrote, 
"that the 'right' of a libeled in­
dividual to obtain a retraction 
•  Cont. on p. 8.
□ o
The death bridge, a story lost and the snatcher
The more ancient resident students 
remember them well — muddy white 
symbols of death, sometimes 
ominously clustered along the more 
treacherous stretches of the old two- 
lane highway system that still 
meanders across much of our state.
They were crosses, put up by some 
forgotten organization (the Ladies 
Auxiliary of the Veterans of Highway 
Wars, perhaps?) to mark the scenes of 
fatal car accidents. Inthespring, many 
could be found with wreaths of flowers 
to commemorate the passing of a loved 
one — placed there on Memorial Day. 
Others would be angrily pulled from 
the ground by distressed relatives of 
the dead who felt no need of such grim 
reminders. Still others of the in­
conspicuous, yet striking symbols 
would be mown down by another fatal 
accident, thus spawning a second 
generation of white crosses.
The Racetrack Bridge is just such a 
place. The infamous killer is known 
well by students traversing the east- 
west pavement between Butte and 
Missoula. Located just east of 
Deerlodge, the bridge snakes over the 
Milwaukee Road tracks for more than a 
quarter of a mile. No one knows how 
many people have died there since that 
doomed railroad constructed the 
bridge in 1936; the keepers of the 
crosses just weren't diligent enough, or 
perhaps morbid enough, to plant their 
Christian pillars month after month.
The interstate highways marked the 
death of Montana's unique little white 
crosses, not because there are no 
longer accidents — there are —  but 
because law disallows It. Bad morale 
fqr the casual Sunday motorist, one 
would presume. Similarly, the in­
terstate highway, 1-90 to be precise, 
will mark the death of the Racetrack 
Bridge. Since Monday the bridge has 
been open to east-bound traffic only 
and within days it will be closed 
altogether. May it rest in peace.
The loss of the white crosses is 
indeed unfortunate, however. It should 
be the duty of the highway department
to mark each and every scene of a 
highway fatality. Fear alone would 
enforce the 55 mile per hour speed limit 
and the Racetrack Bridge would have 
died looking like the soldiers' cemetery 
that it was.
In any event, welcome back 
students. We’re glad you survived the 
trip.
The caller on the phone identified 
herself as a reporter from Newsweek. 
Maybe she thought she had a story 
here.
“Has there been any unusual activity 
on campus as a result of the movie 
‘Animal House?’ ” she asked. "I mean, 
are the students acting-up a little more 
than usual?"
“Well, yeah. But the students around 
here ordinarily act a little strange,” I 
said. "Marches, rallies, stuff like that. 
But the cause is hardly anything so 
mundane as a mere movie. How about 
a Legislature mandated faculty cut­
back or opposition to nuclear develop­
ment? I think that's probably the cause 
of most of the activity around here.”
I hadn’t seen the movie, and worse 
yet, knew very little about it.
“Well, how about the fraternities and 
sororities?” she asked. “Aren’t they 
behaving a little differently?”
“I suppose they're up to their usual 
pranks,” I said. "Rush week and all. But 
they’re not quite as big around here as 
they used to . .
“Have you seen the movie?” she 
. interrupted.
"Naw. Culture comes late to the 
hinterlands," I replied. “It just started 
playing here about a week or two ago 
and I haven’t been able to get the bucks 
together.”
She was nice. Took down my name 
and asked me what the word “Kaimin" 
meant. I told her to call again and 
maybe we could rap about academics, 
or something.
I’ve got a date to see “Animal House" 
tonight. But something tells me if the
Sigma Alpha Epsilon House pulls a 
panty raid on North Corbin we're going 
to miss a helluva story.
Several years ago a University of 
Montana football player was thrown off 
the team for beating up some local 
yocal in a bar while on a road trip. But, 
then again, that football player wasn't 
Vern Kelly.
Last spring, Grizzly wide-receiver 
Vern Kelly got popped for theft and 
burglary of stereo equipment. This 
summer, the ace athlete was handed 
down a two-year deferred sentence 
after pleading guilty to the charges. 
Right after sentencing, Kelly was 
reinstated on the team.
Now, a quick glance at football in the
1970s gives one the impression that 
players are supposed to knock holy 
bejeebers out of people. Hardly is there 
a reason to release a player for 
showing-off his skills at his chosen 
profession to some yahoos in a Cana­
dian bar.
But theft? Burglary?
The answer lies in the player’s skill in 
that chosen profession. A press release 
from the UM Sports Information office 
informs us that Kelly is first in the Big 
Sky Conference in pass receiving. In 
addition Kelly is "leading the nation in 
pass receptions with 17 catches for 227 
yards and three touchdowns.” Pretty 
impressive stuff. Now who says foot­
ball coaches don’t pay any attention to 
a promising young prospect’s record?
Paul Driscoll
Athletic elite
Editor: Our athletic department sucks. The 
director, Mr. Harley Lewis, rules over his 
little fiefdom With the benevolence of the 
Shah of Iran. Why should I be critical of the 
athletic elite? Note:
•  In 1976, over the near unanimous 
disagreement of the Athletic Screening 
Committee, Lewis and his inept fellow 
administrator President Richard Bowers, 
appointed Gene (Mr. Personality) Carlson 
as head football coach.
• Last year, at exactly the same time 60 of 
your professors were in the process of 
being fired due to lack of funds, Mr. Lewis 
announced his plans to build a mini-dome 
for his paid gladiators.
•  Many athletes planning to attend UM 
have their class schedules prepared for 
them before they get here and have first 
choice at work-study jobs not to mention 
the fee waivers and free prescription drugs 
that are all part of the juicy deal.
•  Tutors are provided for some athletes 
(mostly football players) who decide to 
pursue academic studies other than P.E. 
and coaching.
The simple fact of the matter, my fellow 
students, is that jocks are treated a helluva 
lot better than we are. If you display 
promising talent in art, music, writing, math 
or anything else, you have a much lesser 
chance of furthering your talents than does 
one of the future has beens out on the
football field. It is the athletic department 
which is solely responsible for the inflated 
egos and illusions of grandeur that cause 
UM athletes to pretend this system of 
oppression is just.
Look around you. See what is going on. 
It’s bound to piss you off. And remember: 
Don't trust that "we have to remain com­
petitive in the Big Sky" smile.
Frank Cavalli 
Soph, gen. studies 
Rf. 3, Lolo
In prison
Editor: I'm incarcerated in prison and would 
like to correspond with college students. I'll 
answer all letters as quickly as possible. 
Write soon, please. Thank you.
Robert Edwards 
Strozier 131-502 
P.O. Box 511 
Columbus, Ohio 43216
Avid reader
Editor: The trees are turning colors these 
days signaling the arrival of fall, which is the 
time of year when all the long-haired, good- 
for-nothing, dope-smoking, communist 
influenced college kids of Montana pack up 
their stereos and head back to UM in search 
of some knowledge. Which, as the motto of 
Faber College states, is good.
I, for the first time in four years, will 
forego that journey to Missoula. No hikes 
up the Rattlesnake, no nights spent swing­
ing at the Top Hat, no keggers up Blue 
Mountain, and no long registration lines for 
this boy. One can easily find substitutes for 
the Rattlesnake, Top Hat and Blue Moun­
tain keggers. But nothing can take the place 
of your always-reliable Kaimin. For the past 
four years I have been an avid reader of the 
in-depth reporting done by the Kaimin staff. 
So I said to myself, “Why break a bad 
habit?”
Thus my enclosed check for a subscrip­
tion to the Kaimin. Please sign me up for a 
year of exciting, thought provoking 
coverage of the happenings at UM. I’m 
anxiously awaiting to see what muckraking 
Driscoll and his thugs can dig up this year. 
Will Carson Vehrs serve time in Deerlodge 
instead of hamburgers in the Copper 
Commons? Is the school really stronger 
than before the cuts as Bowers said it would 
be? Will that undercover snoop Dave Cates, 
who spent last spring investigating the 
Costa Rica connection, finally reveal to 
everybody the doings of Fred Stetson down 
at the pool? But most important will the 
Grizzlies overcome their coaching and 
finally gain some revenge on the Bobcats?
I’m confident that this subscription is a 
good investment. For where else can one 
really find out what goes on at those 
Wednesday night CB meetings? I hope this 
year's Kaimin will feature many fact reveal­
ing letters from the only person who 
actually knows what is going on at UM. That 
would, of course, be Leroy. So please rush 
my first copy to me. Thanks, and here’s to 
you having a good year. Which I would 
think means keeping mistakes down to ten 
or so an edition.
Dave Sent 
516 Mathews 
Fort Collins, Colorado 
Econ 78
/  'N
The meaning of the word
Kaimin is a Salish-Kootenai Indian word 
meaning “written message."
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Psst - frosh! Need help? 
Here’s the real scoop.. .
DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
Certainly by now those of you 
who are new to college life have 
been flooded with advice from 
well-meaning family and friends 
on how to have a successful 
college career. This advice 
probably had to do with such 
things as goals, success and 
having a meaningful life. All of that 
is fine and good but in order to 
survive on this campus you need to 
know some other kinds of things. 
So to add to the vast amount of wit 
and wisdom you have already 
received, here are some tricks of 
the trade that may make life at this 
institution a bit easier.
The proper dress. Of course 
mother made sure you left home 
with enough underwear and socks 
to clothe a small army and a coat 
that could weather the worst 
Siberian winter, but there are other 
wardrobe essentials that no self- 
respecting Grizzly would be 
caught dead without. These in­
clude: a sturdy pair of hiking boots, 
a flannel shirt, a pair of straight­
legged Levi's, a rugby shirt and 
colored-coordinated jogging togs. 
Naturally, each major has its own 
unique style that may call for 
additional attire, but this wardrobe 
is acceptable campuswide.
Parking. Except for graduating, 
parking your car will probably be 
the most difficult challenge you 
will face on this campus. There is a 
definite art to finding a place to 
park unless you arrive at school 
before 9:30 a.m. or after 2 p.m. The 
trick is to be cruising the lot at 
exactly five minutes after the hour. 
If you are even one minute off you 
may lose your chance at a parking 
space, in case this ploy doesn't 
work for you, remember the field 
house lot is a sure thing.
Living cheaply. For those of you 
who will be experiencing poverty 
for the first time but still have you 
heart set on having a social life, 
there are some ways of having a
good time on a tight budget. Check 
the newspaper for daily food and 
drink specials. Many of the fine 
Missoula eating establishments 
and drinking parlors have dinner 
specials and happy hours that can 
ease the somewhat deprived (and 
depraved) life of the average 
college student. Also, watch for 
films playing in the UC. They are 
usually pret$ good movies and are 
free or cost you next to nothing.
Buying books. This is un­
doubtedly one of the most harrow­
ing and expensive rites of college 
life. Check the bulletin board on 
the bottom floor of the UC to see If 
someone is selling a text you need 
at a cheaper price than the 
bookstore. Also, check around 
your dorm or house to see if 
someone has taken the class 
before and could lend you the 
book.
Finding apartments and room­
mates. Finding an affordable 
apartment in Missoula is no easy 
task. Rent tends to be high and 
roommates are a good way to split 
the cost. Check the classified 
section of the newspaper and the 
bulletin boards around campus for 
both.
I have never made but one 
prayer to God, a very short one: “O 
Lord, make my enemies ridicu­
lous." And God granted it.
—Voltaire
Dental program increases fee $4; 
residents pay $208.50 in fees
By STEVE STOVALL
Montana Kalmln Reporter
The increase in tuition last year 
was a kick in the teeth for some 
University of Montana students — 
an increase this year will pay for 
denial care.
Students pay $4 more in fees this 
quarter than last spring. The 
establishment of a student dental 
service is the reason for the 
increase. The dental program was 
proposed by ASUM Central Board 
last year and approved by the state 
Board of Regents this summer.
Last fall quarter, however, fees 
for 12-18 credits had increased 
$21.50 for residents and $153 for 
out-of-state students. More than 
600 students protested this in­
crease in a march through down­
town Missoula in the spring of 
1977.
Where does this year's full-time
resident student’s $208.50 or non­
resident $664.50 go? The fee 
fractions into:
•  $15 for registration.
•  $39.50 for health service 
which includes health service, 
Blue Cross and dental service.
•  $15 for an activity fee.
•  $96 for an incidental fee.
•  $43 for a University Center, 
student union and building fee.
In addition to these charges, a 
fee of $456 is levied against non­
resident students taking 12-18 
credits.
In comparison to Montana State 
University students, UM students, 
both resident and out of state, pay
$22.55 more in fees for 12-18 
credits. UM students pay $21.50 
more for health service and $1.30 
more for an activity fee.
Montana College of Mineral 
Science and Technology at Butte 
charges the highest student fees in 
the Montana university system. 
Montana residents taking 12-18 
credit hours pay $233.75 in tuition 
while out-of-state students pay 
$737.75 for 12-18 credits.
Students at Western Montana 
College, Dillon, pay the lowest 
student fees of the schools in the 
system. For 12-18 credits, 
residents pay $158 and non­
residents pay $494.
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THE SHACK’S Specials
—MONDAY: Steak—Z95 (8-oz. sirloin, potato, roll) 
—TUESDAY: Spaghetti—1.75 (All you can aat, garlic toast) 
—WEDNESDAY: Chicken—2.00 (Potato, vag., roll) 
—THURSDAY: Mexican—2.95 (Spacial each weak)
Mlchelob on Tap — Imported Beer
223 W. FRONT OPEN FOR BREAKFAST
Clothing from the 1900’s 
to present-day fashions
Jewelry 
Gift Items
Wicker Furniture and Baskets
new fall colored 
DANSKINS
DRAGONFLY
Imports and Antiques
Monday thru Satorday 10-6 
101 S. 3rd W. 
549-5512
This ad good for
1 0 %  off on 
any 10-speed in 
stock, or any prepaid 
bicycle order, until 
Oct. 30, 1978.
i cu stom  CYCLE
I 101 Brooks •  (jost past the corner of Higgins & Brooks e 728-2080
QANSKIN
From Disco to Ballet to Tap 
to Jazz . . .
Dansklns are /Or Dancing.
•  Leotard/swim suit
■ •  Matching skirts and
evening pants
•  Leg warmers
•  Footwear for
dancers
A wide selection of styles and 
colors for adults and children.
c m c v  d /
E & SPORTSWEAR
Holiday Village Mall, Missoula, Mt. 59801 
Mon.-Sat. 10-6, Frl. til 9 
549-2901
Think LITTLE PROFESSOR 
When You Need Books.
★ 41 Different Categories
★ Gigantic Magazine Selection
★ Study Guides and Cliffs Notes
★ 1979 Calendars
★ No Extra Charge for Special 
Orders or Gift Wrapping
★ Many Montana Authors 
Including K. Ross Toole
★ Large Psychology, Fiction, 
Reference,
and Children Sections
★ Foreign Publications
UTTIE PROFESSOR 
BOOK CENTO
Open Week Nites til 9 
for Your Browsing Pleasure
133 N. Higgins 
Next to Penneys 
721-3311
Open 9 to 9 Weekdays 
9 to 6 Saturday
Assistant lobbyist m ust take class Student lobby is
Persons wishing to apply 
for the position of legislative 
assistant winter quarter to 
the Montana Student Lobby 
must have taken (or be 
taking this quarter) “The 
Legislative Process," a 
political science course, to 
qualify for consideration, 
Patrick Duffy said yesterday.
D u ffy , cha irm an of 
ASUM's Legislative Com­
mittee and one of UM’s 
delegates to the Montana 
Student Lobby Steering 
Committee, said the job will 
pay $1,000, provide 12 
credits in political science 
and entail working under the 
direction of the person hired 
as student lobbyist.
The student lobbyist will 
be chosen by the steering 
committee on Nov. 15, Duffy 
said, adding that since the 
lobbyist will have a voice in 
the choice of assistant, no 
applications for that position 
will be accepted before Nov. 
15.
Robert Eagle, associate 
professor of political science 
who will be teaching the 
course, Political Science 
387, said a pre-requisite for 
the course is American 
Government or the consent 
of the instructor. He urged 
students who might be in­
terested to come and talk to 
him.
In addition to the paid
position, Eagle said, there 
are other opportunities open 
to students who wish to work 
with legislators in Helena 
during winter quarter. There 
are 10 legislative internships 
offered statewide of which 
UM “ usually gets at least 
two,” Eagle said. These 
positions pay $1,000 as well 
and will also gamer students 
12 credits in political science 
while they work with par­
ticular legislators.
Students are sometimes 
placed with special interest 
groups as well, Eagle said, 
and some students go out 
and make arrangements with 
legislators or lobbyists 
themselves in which case 
Political Science 387 is not 
required, but is recommend­
ed if the student wishes to 
receive university credit for 
his or her work.
Eagle said he has worked 
with about a dozen students 
in the past on such projects 
and added other professors 
and departments, notably 
the history department, have 
done the same.
VILLAGE
HAIR
DESIGN
By SUSAN WENGER
Montana Kalinin Senior Editor
The Montana Student Lobby 
(MSL) Steering Committee met 
early this month at Yellow Bay to 
plot its future and re-hash the past. 
The committee will be responsible 
for choosing a student lobbyist to 
work with the Legislature this 
winter and press for passage of 
bills supported by students 
throughout the state.
Among those present to give 
advice were Lieutenant Governor 
Ted Schwinden, State Senator 
Matt Himsl, R-Kalispell; State 
Representative Francis Bar- 
danouve, D-Harlem; and former 
student lobbyists Mae Nan 
Ellingson and Bruce Nelson. All 
units of the university system were 
represented except Eastern Mon­
tana College.
“They sent a letter saying they 
were 'unable to attend,' ” said 
Patrick Duffy, one of the University 
of Montana's delegates.
Duffy recapped Schwinden's 
remarks by saying Schwinden 
urged the MSL to take an active 
role even before the Legislature 
convenes by actively campaigning 
for candidates who support the 
university system. Schwinden,
SPECIALIZING IN  
FASHION HAIR 
DESIGN AND 
CONTEMPORARY 
CUTS
by Micky and Rick
VILLAGE MOTOR IN N  
100 M ADISON
728-2731
MISSOULA
Alternative Fashion
Natural Fabrics — silk, linen 
& wool — In classy designer styles.
We invite you to help 
us encourage individual 
quality fashion.
is la n d  E m p o riu m
GALLERY & BOUTIQUE
Importers or Quality ^
443 Hill Street 11-6 Mon.-Sat.
(Formerly Bo-Legs) 728-0503
said Duffy, told the committee the 
MSL's most important job at the 
moment is to push for the passage 
of the 6-mill levy because the 
Legislature will be unable to come 
up with the money the levy 
provides anywhere else.
The 6-mill levy is a property tax 
that tias been in effect since 1948, 
is voted on every 10 years and 
provides about 15 percent of the 
state's university-system funding. 
It will be on the ballot for reap­
proval this November.
There are about 2,500 students 
in the university system in Mon­
tana, Duffy said, who could cer­
tainly make an impact if they voted.
B a rd a n o u v e  echoed  
Schwinden's sentiments about the 
levy, Duffy added, saying that the 
only way to make ends meet 
financially if the levy fails will be to 
issue an across-the-board student 
fee increase.
Duffy said Himsl and Bar­
danouve had very different views 
about the MSL, with Bardanouve 
urging the MSL to back any issue 
on which it found support from the 
student population at large and 
Himsl stating the MSL ought to “go 
back on your campuses and run 
your student governments."
Himsl, Duffy said, claimed the 
MSL would not affect his vote in 
any way, while Bardanouve said 
even if the MSL supported 
positions with which he personally 
disagreed he would still vote to 
back the university system.
“ It can be a learning experience
ALICES
NEW TO TOWN?
Try our 
natural foods. 
Salads — Sandwiches 
Daily Luncheon Specials 
Gourmet Dinners
123 E. Main
Back to School Sale!
Ladies Knit P ants ............................................. *4.99 or 3 for *12.99
Men’s Western Knit Pants................................ *5.99 or 3 for *15.99
Lee & Levi Colored Jeans................................ *7.99 or 3 for *19.99
Men’s Shirts................................................................ *3.99to*13.99
Boys’ S h ir ts .......................................  ........ *4.99
Wool Suits ..................................................... *9.99
B oots..............................................*39.99 to *69.99
handlasted (select group)
Ties ...................................................................  io<t
Moccasins ....................................................... *1.99
Boys’ Denim Jeans......................................... *6.99
Ladies’ Tops.. ..................................99Cto*19.99
451 North Higgins 543-4718
LUKES W. Front St.
The Funky Keyboard of
KENNY FORD
SO’s, Rock & Roll, Rhythm & Blues
PIZZA many kinds to choose from.A small sampling
includes: small Large
Cheese .......................................................................... 2.50 3.75
Luke's Gut Bomb ...........................................................3.75 5.00
Olives, Pepperoni, Canadian Bacon. Mushrooms, Onions. Green Peppers 
Vegie
Mushrooms, Green Peppers, 3.25 4 50
Onions, Olives (Green & Black)
Dough made trash daily at Uammyth Bakery
IMPORTED BEERS 
Dos Equis, Heineken, Guiness Stout, 
and others.
Every Wednesday Night Luke's presents:
ACE WHEELER’S TALENT SHOWCASE
Pickers Welcome
plotting strategy CB and SAC vacancies
for us all and It (getting involved) Is 
one of our major responsibilities,” 
Duffy quoted Bardanouve as say­
ing.
“Everyone's been telling us not 
to offend the legislators," Duffy 
said, "but Bardanouve was telling 
students to seize the opportunity 
to be involved In their future while 
they can. Later on they may have 
jobs and families and not have the 
time."
In regard to Himsl's attitude, 
Duffy said, "Maybe the pressure 
that we could learn to exert in a 
very positive way might make 
some of the conservative 
legislators very uneasy and that's 
why they're asking us to stay 
home.”
Former lobbyist Nelson told the 
committee not to get locked into 
the position of supporting only 
student issues, Duffy said. It’s 
politically "neanderthal,” Duffy 
quoted Nelson as saying, to 
believe a group can get support for 
its legislation without supporting 
someone else’s.
Ell ingson, the MSL's most recent 
lobbyist, said poor communication 
between campuses during the last 
Legislature tied her hands on 
many issues, Duffy reported.
“ I think most of the problems
were personality problems," Duffy 
said of the 1977 MSL effort. "But 
our steering committee meeting 
that Sunday (at Yellow Bay) was 
very co-operative, most produc­
tive.”
Duffy said it is possible to devise 
a polling system “95 percent 
accurate” which could be ad­
ministered in a day on each 
campus to see how students really 
feel about issues as they arise in 
the Legislature. He would like to 
devise such a poll. With such a 
system, he said, "the lobbyist is 
covered, too" and can show 
“across-the-stpte student support" 
for the lobbyist's actions.
The next steering committee 
meeting will be held the weekend 
preceding the Board of Regents' 
next meeting, Duffy said, so stu­
dent delegates can attend both 
meetings.
‘M ’ t o  b e  p a i n t e d
Unemployed painters are invited 
to join Alpha Phi Omega and Spurs 
in painting the “M” on Mt. Sentinel 
Sept. 23 at 1 p.m.
If it rains, they will try again Sept. 
30.
Students provide 
funding for lobby
The Montana Student Lob­
by is funded by the student 
governments of the six units 
in the Montana university 
system. The amount each 
school pays isdetermined by 
its percentage of total state 
enrollment. The MSL’s total 
budget this year is $9,000 
and is financed as follows:
University of Montana ....................$3,000
Montana State University..............$3,550
Eastern Montana College..............$1,250
Northern Montana College.............$ 470
Western Montana College.............. $ 300
Montana Tech..................................$ 430
All monies have now been 
received by the MSL except 
fo r  Eastern M ontana 
College’s share.
ASUM’s Legislative Com­
mittee has a total budget of 
$7,000 of which $3,000 is 
already committed to the 
MSL and $1,000 to the hiring 
Of an assistant lobbyist.
The banks are made of marble 
With a guard at every door 
And the vaults are stuffed with 
silver
That the people sweated for.
—Les Rice
One of Central Board's first 
tasks will be to fill three off- 
campus vacancies on the board 
and find a new director for the 
Student Action Center (SAC).
Laureen France, Bill McRae and 
Carrie Horton have resigned their 
CB seats, and Christine Kabler has 
quit her SAC post.
According to ASUM President 
Garth Jacobson, France accepted 
a job in Washington, D.C., McRae 
went to Europe and Horton has 
moved to Kansas City. Kabler said 
she is quitting to move to Arizona.
Jacobson said he would appoint 
students to the vacant CB seats 
rather than hold a special election.
He said he did not think a special 
election would be a good idea 
because of the poor voter turnout 
at the activity fee referendum 
Spring Quarter.
About 11 percent of the student 
body voted on the referendum, 
which asked students if they 
wished to raise activity fees.
Jacobson said he would appoint 
a special committee of CB 
members to screen applicants and 
make recommendations to him. He 
said he would then make the 
appointments.
Jacobson’s choices must be 
approved by a majority of the 
board members.
The deadline for applying for 
SAC director is Sept. 29, and 
applications for the CB seats are 
due the following week, Jacobson 
said.
He added that at its first meeting, 
on Wednesday, CB will discuss the 
Kaimin libel suit, the sik-mill levy 
campaign, and an activity fee in­
crease.
Game tomorrow
The University of Montana 
Grizzlies will play the Northern 
Arizona University Lumberjacks 
tomorrow afternoon at Dornblaser 
Stadium beginning at 1:30.
Last year the Lumberjacks beat 
the Grizzlies 25 to 24 in Flagstaff.
Radio station KYLT will broad­
cast the game live.
UM punter Allen Green not only 
leads the Big Sky Conference in 
punting, but also is first in the 
nation with an average of 45.0.
UM player Vern Kelly is the 
nation’s leader in pass receptions 
with 17 catches for 227 yards and 
three touchdowns.
Next week the Grizzlies travel to 
Ogden, Utah to play the Weber 
State Wildcats.
n w H iliX fl i w f t l l i  CAFE
Mon.-Sat.
9 a.m.-8 p.m.
In the 
Warehouse
728-9934
BEVERAGES
Coffee (hot or Iced)........................ .30
Herbal teas (hot or iced).....................25
M ilk ......................................................30
Osceola Honey Root Beer...................SO
FRUIT D R IN K S
Apple Juice......................................... 50
Lemonade.............................................50
Papaya................................................ 60
Pineapple-Coconut..............................60
Peach Kefir...........................................60
Fresh squeezed orange juice............. 60
S P C G A IT Y  D R IN K S
‘ Carobnog (w/ or w/o an egg)...........75
Carob Milkshake (w/ or w/o egg).. 1.00
Root Beer Float....................................85
Apple Fizz............................................. 60
Nutmilk.................................................75
Loss! (a coconut & sunflower drink) .85
Polynesian Smoothie................ 1 .DO
Trinidad Eggshake........................... 1.00
Fresh Corrot Ju ice..............................75
ENTREES
We offer a variety of daily specials, including:
a Baker's Special Dish 
a Savoury Quiche 
a Chef's Spedol 
a n d  a  W h o l e  G r a in  D is h
SALAD BAR
Featuring o Tobouleh Solod Mocoroni or Pototo Solod. and a Special 
Salad daily, either included in the salad bar or separately for 604
Small Salad from the Salad B ar...................................... 1.25
Large Salad from the Salad B ar...................................... 2.00
Ask us for a Small Green Salad............................... ...........75
Your choice of three dressings available.
SOUPS
Watch our Soupboard for the soups of the day.
cup....................................................50 bowl..............................................
SANDW ICHES
Bagel and Butter..................................................
Bagel and Cream Cheese.....................................
Bagel with Cream Cheese. Lox, and Onion........
Bagel with Cream Cheese. Tomato, and Sprouts 
Bagel with Cream Cheese, Feta, and Tomato.. .
Bagel with Cream Cheese and Preserves...................................
Bogel with Peanut Butter ond Preserves...................................
Pita with Hommos Cheese. Tomato, Sprouts and Onion.........
Pito with Avocado. Cheese. Tomato. Mayonnaise and Sprouts.
m
.1.40
.1.50
Pita with Cheese. Tomato, Mayonnaise and Sprouts ................... 1-25
DESSERTS
Peanut Butter Ice Cream P ie ......... 70
Honey Brownies a la mode.................60
FREE BAGEL 
with CREME CHEESE
for Students with Coupon
Offer Good Until Oct. 1
We will be closed this Saturday—See us at the Trade Fair
I
Valuable Coupon QORRfflQQAORRHRBQQC
TINY TEE
Miniature Golf
Fall Fun
MINI GOLF
Regular *1 Per Person Per Round 
2 for the Price of 1 With This Coupon
Group Rates Available 
For Reservations and Information Call 549-1651 
WEEKDAYS: 4 am-10 pm WEEKENDS: noon-11 pm
W eather Perm itting
Expires Oct. 15 3101 Russell . . . Behind 8 Ball
V a l i u h t o  r n i i p n n W A W W f t W W
WELCOME
BACK!
We hope you were able to en|oy the great out­
doors this summer and are looking forward to 
getting out this winter. To help you get out we’ve 
g o t-------
•  Sleeping bags
•  Hiking boots
•  X-C Skis
•  Climbing 
equipment
•  Outdoor Clothing
•  Tents
•  USGS Maps
•  Packs
nn.
501 S. HIGGINS 
543-6966
Mountain Sports Specialists
Stop by and meet our staff, pick up a 
FREE Trailhead poster, and get a great deal 
on a new DAYPACK for back to school!
Kelly’s theft sentence deferred
BACK TO SCHOOL 
SPECIALS NOW
SOUTH CENTER 721-3710
By VICTOR RODRIGUEZ
Montana Katmtn Reporter
A University of Montana student 
arrested twice last spring for his 
involvement in a burglary ring here 
received a deferred sentence last 
month, while a former university 
counselor also arrested is still 
awaiting trial.
Vernon Delane Kelly, 21, 
sophomore' in Radio-T.V., was 
granted a two-year deferred 
sentence which placed him on 
probation for that length of time in 
a ruling by District Judge E. 
Gardner Brownlee on Aug. 21, 
Missoula County Attorney Robert 
Deschamps III said yesterday.
According to Deschamps, if 
Kelly “behaves himself" during the 
two year period, which means 
obeying all laws and the rules of
Just getting settled in?
If you need some greenery around to 
put some life Into your surroundings, the 
EARTH JAR is the plant store to visit. We 
have a large selection of reasonably 
priced plants and will help you determine 
which will do best for you.
If you ever have problems with an 
EARTH JAR plant, bring it back and we’ll 
do our best to make it right. One visit to 
the EARTH JAR and you’ll see that our 
plants will LIVE.
Need Help Repotting a Plant?
Got Bugs? Any Questions?
Let Us Know. We’d Be Glad To Helpl
THE <QUV,
109 W. Front 549-2028
Hours:
Mon.-SaL
9:30-5:30
Put Your Fall Wardrobe Together
at the A L T O G E T H E R
Name Brands —
Men’s
Ziggy
Brittania
Angel’s Flight
Hutspah
Kennington
Shah Safari
Women’s 
Ziggy  
Gunne Sax 
Bear Bottoms 
Huk A Poo 
Organically Grown 
California Jam
This Coupon Good for
20% OFF
any clothing 
in stock of 
$25 or more.
Unique selection of shirts, 
pants, jeans, skirts, dresses, 
leather coats and more.
COUPON GOOD THROUGH SEPT. 30
Specializing in 
Personalized 
Customer 
Service
10-9 Mon.-Fri 
9-6 Saturday 
12-5 Sunday MALL Missoula
probation laid down by the district 
court and the Montana Board of 
Pardons and Paroles, then he can 
seek to have the charges stricken 
from his record.
After two years Kelly could 
return to court and plead “not 
guilty" to the same charges, 
Deschamps said, whereupon the 
court would review his record and 
decide whether or not to drop the 
charges.
If Kelly does not comply with the 
rules of probation, he could be 
eligible for up to 10 years in prison 
for each charge — a maximum of 
20 years on combined charges — 
Deschamps said.
Kelly pleaded guilty to charges 
of theft and burglary involving the 
break-in last May of two dormitory 
rooms on campus. He admitted 
stealing a camera, two camera 
lenses and seven dormitory room 
keys from one room, then using 
one of the keys to gain entry to a 
second room where he admitted 
stealing a cassette tape player, a 
turntable, two speakers, an echo 
chamber and a digital clock-radio.
The stereo equipment, taken 
from 371 Duniway Hall, was valued 
at $2,400 by owner Dan Skeie, 
sophomore in business ad­
ministration.
Kelly was first arrested May 17 in 
connection with the theft of 
camera equipment from a room in 
Jesse Hall. He was arraigned in 
district court May 25, and entered a 
plea of not guilty at that time.
After being released on his own 
recognizance, he returned to UM
to find he had been suspended 
from the UM Grizzlies football 
team.
Notwithstanding, Kelly was 
reinstated to the Grizzly team in an 
announcement by Coach Gene 
Carlson immediately after the Aug. 
21 trial date.
On May 31 sheriff’s deputies 
from the Missoula County Crime 
Attack Team arrested Kelly a 
second time, charging him with 
burglary of stereo equipment and 
passing stolen goods.
Also arrested in the May 31 raid 
was William Walter Sullivan, 30, 
2311 Foothills Drive, who was 
charged with felony theft for 
allegedly receiving stolen goods 
from Kelly, the arresting officer 
said.
Sullivan, a former instructor and 
minority counselor at UM, pleaded 
innocent to the felony theft charge 
July 3 in district court before 
Judge Brownlee, Deschamps said.
Sullivan requested a dismissal of 
the charge at his hearing, asserting 
that the arrest was made "without 
probable cause,” Deschamps said.
However, Deschamps added, 
Judge Brownlee ruled the arrest 
was justified because of informa­
tion obtained by the Crime Attack 
Team.
A trial date for Sullivan, who is 
out of jail on $1,000 bond, was 
supposed to have been set by 
District Judge Edward T. Dussault, 
but has been delayed because of 
Dussault’s announced resigna­
tion, Deschamps said.
Let your feet make 
aplacefor themselves.
Footprinting in a Birkenstock
Feet in the sand make footprints.
Feet in Birkenstock footwear do the very same thing.
The Birkenstock footbed is heat and pressure sensitive, 
to mold to your foot, and become your footprint.
va So walking in Birkenstock is a lot 
like walking barefoot in the sand, 
with one very convenient difference.
bu  can walk in Birkenstock all year long.
Birkenstock.*
20% OFF
everything 
in stock except hides 
& supplies.
Belts, Buckles, Purses, Wallets, Moccasins, Vests, 
Sheepskin Clothing.... Thru Sun., Oct. 1.
529 S. Higgins 549-0666 
Next to Hansen's Ice Cream Parlor
Old World 
Delicatessen 
& Bakery
Authentic Deli Sandwiches 
Homemade Soups and Salads 
Fresh Ground Coffee 
Fresh Baked Breads 
and Pastries 
Four Kinds of Bagels
424 N. Higgins 
721-1590
Monday - Friday — 9:30-8:00 
Saturday — 10:00-6:00
Come in and enjoy 
our warm atmospf 
and feast on our 
fine food.
Libel. . .
• Cont. from  p. 1.
under (the retraction law) is in
itself a remedy."
The court used Article II, Section 
7 in a more indirect manner in 
striking down the retraction law. 
noting that while the section 
guarantees free speech and a free 
press, it also holds individuals 
"responsible for all abuse of that 
liberty.”
The high court then sent the 
case back to Dussault's district 
court. However, Yunker has filed 
for a re-hearing before the high 
court, according to her attorney, 
Mike Meloy of Helena.
The situation has been com­
plicated by two related suits: one 
filed by Yunker and the other by 
the National Indemnity Co., UM’s 
insurance company. Both of the 
suits ask for a summary judgment. 
A summary judgment is granted by 
a judge on the basis of evidence 
presented — if both sides agree on 
the facts — but without the benefit 
of a formal trial.
The National Indemnity suit asks 
that a judge decide which of the 
defendants named in the original 
libel suit are covered by its policy. 
The company said the university is 
the only one of the defendants 
legally insured by the company, 
because ASUM and the Kaimiri are 
"separate and independent en­
t it ie s  and u n in co rpo ra ted  
associations apart from the Un­
iversity of Montana.”
Whether ASUM is independent 
of or is affiliated with the university 
is an important question to
National Indemnity because, in the 
event Madison wins his suit, it will 
have to pay whatever damages are 
assessed to the parties covered by 
its policy. The policy covers all UM 
employees: however, the company 
claimed in its suit that Yunker was 
not a UM employee, and thus not 
insured.
Yunker, however, claimed in her 
suit that she was not only a UM 
employee and insured, but that the 
university also is obligated to pay 
her defense costs. She estimated 
her legal fees will be in excess of 
$ 10,000.
The university set a precedent 
for her claim, the suit said, when it 
paid the defense costs of UM 
employees indicted for conspiracy 
in the work-study scandal in 1973. 
The suit went on to say that the 
University, ASUM, the Kaimin, 
Central Board and Publications 
Board "either jointly or severally 
are obligated” to pay for her 
defense.
Madison's original suit charged 
not only Yunker with maliciously 
libeling him but also claimed the 
other defendants "w illfu lly , 
recklessly and maliciously failed 
and refused to supervise and 
control Yunker in the exercise of 
her duties and responsibilities as 
editor of the Montana Kaim in.. . . ” 
Thus, the suit said, the other 
defendants are liable for her ac­
tions.
ASUM attorney Bruce Barrett 
said Wednesday there is a ques­
tion as to who is liable in the suit 
because none of the defendants,
OLSON’S GROCERY
Discount Gasoline 
Groceries
Ice Cold Beer and Pop  
Sundries 
Produce
2105 South Higgins 
7:30 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
@ SANYO AM/FM music 
system with built-in cassette 
recorder and automatic record 
changer.
system, including LED tuning dial 
pointer, separate controls, stereo cassette 
recorder with automatic stop and full size 3- 
speed record changer.
TEMPO DISCOUNT MART
9-9 Mon.-Sat. 11-5 Sun.
We’re within walking distance, 
just across the river 
over Van Buren footbridge
other than Yunker had control over 
the editorial content of the Kaimin.
“The University newspaper finds 
itself in an unusual position," 
Barrett said, "because the struc­
ture of a student newspaper is so 
different from a traditional, com­
mercial newspaper. In the student 
newspaper, editors appear and 
disappear so that ultimate authori­
ty over the paper is in question."
The question of liability will 
eventually be settled when the 
case goes to court. Dussalt said 
Wednesday that a court date has 
not yet been set.
Although Dussault would have 
presided over the case, he an­
nounced his resignation this week. 
His successor will handle the case. 
Dussault said he doesn't think his 
resignation will “necessarily post­
pone" the trial. AL MADISON, print shop director. (Staff photo by Mike Yuan.)
^  fifteen year tradition 
for stu&enla.
PIZZA And the 1 SANDWICHES
BEER LIBRARY COCKTAILS
the adult
STEAK L | SEAFOOD
GERMAN DINNERS________
HAPPY C  (P n r r n  1 .0 0  p it c h e r s  
"°u" O  D C C n  .50 HIGHBALLS
lO - ii p.m.
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New 
in town?
Then you should 
know about 
Fast and Furious
One of the first things you’ll want to know about 
Missoula is the fastest place to get your color print film 
processed—a Missoula CPI photo center!
Because only Missoula CPI photo centers have Fast 
and Furious PHOTO FINISH. In by 10, out by 6 Monday 
through Friday, or you don't have to pay!
And Fast and Furious PHOTO FINISH guarantees 
you’ll like your photos. If you don't they'll reprint them,
or refund your money. r — -  '-----
That’s no t jus t a promise, tha t’s I W L  
a guarantee! J r  i255p~*u.
And we use Kodak paper. Fora [ *>fa9” ” lBCfc‘ ! 
good look in your pictures.
Photo Centers of Missoula
This special one-day service applies to modem color negative film only, such as Kodacolor It. Fujicoior 
Fit, C -126. C-110. C-135 Monday through Friday only at Missoula CPI photo canters. Other sizes or types 
are expressly not included, nor are orders requiring special services.
P H B S H H S 8 W
Names
RICHARD C. BOWERS
Editor’s Note: For the benefit of 
new and transfer students the 
Montana Kaimin is presenting here 
short biographical data on some of 
the better-known university 
system administrators—the core 
of the bureaucracy. These are the 
people who allocate money and 
services, choose curriculum, 
maintain academic quality and, in 
short, profoundly affect your 
future at the University of Mon­
tana. Brief profiles follow the 
resumes.
Richard C. Bowers: UM president 
since July 1974, succeeding 
Robert Pantzer; background in 
chemistry and administration: vice 
president and provost, Northern 
Illino is  University, 1969-74: 
narrowly weathered a June 22 
Faculty Senate vote of no con­
fidence (ballot fell one vote short 
of the two-thirds majority 
necessary to pass the resolution) 
s te m m in g  fro m  h is  a d ­
ministration's handling of the 
Legislature’s mandated faculty 
cuts: given unanimous vote of 
confidence at July 10 Board of
in the news students should know
sity of South Dakota, 1970-77; 
presided over last fail's marathon 
Program Review sessions which 
recommended 29 fu ll-tim e 
equivalent faculty cuts—31 fewer 
than were later terminated by the 
administration.
Patricia Douglas: Vice president 
for fiscal affairs since July 1978, 
succeeding A. Dale Tomlinson; 
background in accounting, 
finance and administration; assis­
tant to the president and professor 
of business, 1975-78; director of 
continuing education and summer 
programs, 1972-75; research 
associate, bureau of business and 
economic research, 1966-72; 
Douglas' recent appointment 
caused controversy when the 
administration chose not to con­
duct a nation-wide search because 
of "reorganization" in that area of 
the administration; worked with 
Billings lawyer Charles Moses in 
the audit of Gov. Thomas Judge's 
1972 campaign expenditures 
($92,000 of funds raised in that 
campaign have never been ac­
counted for).
Lynda L. Brown: Equal Employ­
ment Officer since July 1977, 
succeeding Kathleen Holden; 
background in student administra­
tion and counseling; director, 
career development center, Cen­
tral Connecticut State College, 
1974-77; since arrival at UM has 
handled several discrimination 
and equal opportunity complaints 
including one on behalf of black 
students on campus and another 
on behalf of Native American 
students in a complaint against the 
UM student government—both 
complaints were dropped.
Lawrence K. Pettit: Commissioner 
of higher education and secretary 
to the Board of Regents since the 
position was created in 1973; UM 
graduate with background in 
political science and history; ad­
ministrative assistant to Gov.
TED JAMES
the regents in early 1978 and 
announced his resignation, effec­
tive January 1, shortly thereafter; 
sharply criticized by UM faculty 
last year for refusing to exercise 
the power of his office in fighting 
legislative mandated cutbacks; 
resignation leaves the office in the 
hands of an interim commissioner 
for the duration of the 1979 
Legislature.
Ted James: Chairman of the Board 
of Regents since 1973; appoint­
ment expires in February 1979; 
graduate UM law school, 1943; 
practicing attorney, James, Fopp 
and Paul, Great Falls; Lt. Gover­
nor, 1968-72 under Gov. Ander­
son; chairman. Governor’s Blue 
Ribbon Commission on Higher 
Education, 1973; highly supportive 
of President Richard Bowers’ 
handling of faculty cutbacks at UM 
and subsequently criticized by UM 
faculty and students; wields con­
siderable amount of power on the 
board and the expiration of his 
term has caused widespread 
speculation on his predecessor.
LYNDA L. BROWN
Judge, 1973; campaign manager 
for Judge's campaign, 1972; 
ASUM student body president, 
1959; came within one vote of 
being fired by the regents in a 
closed meeting in 1976; was given 
a unanimous vote of confidence by
LAWRENCE K. PETTIT
PATRICIA DOUGLAS
Regents meeting; highly respected 
by many state legislators.
Donald E. Habbe: UM academic 
vice president since July 1977, 
succeeding Richard Landini; 
background in political science 
and administration; dean, Univer-
DONALD E. HABBE
Wfcll
take |  the time
to know 
your.
iUUMAM.
Turn right at the Grizzly Bear
You can walk, bicycle, or drive 
to the Western Auto Bank easily 
from campus. Just go up the 
street, over the bridge, and then 
a few blocks across town.
As a matter of fact, if you’re 
going by the clock in Main Hall, 
you’ve still got five hours and 45 
minutes of banking left because 
the drive-up lanes and lobby are
open today until six (8 to 12 
noon on Saturday).
And if you’re a Western Bank 
checking account customer, 
you’re entitled to a 24 Hour 
Firstcard that lets you make 
deposits and cash withdrawals 
24 hours a day, seven days a 
week from our Firstbank at 248 
North Higgins.
(fW E S T E fa i A V T O  B f l I t K )
W estern  A uto B ank
Corner East Spruce and Pattee • 721-2020
Member F.D.I.C.
Schedules
Copper Commons 
Monday-Friday 7 a.m.-11 p.m. 
Saturday and Sunday 11 a.m.-11 
p.m.
Gold Oak Room 
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-1 p.m. 
Closed Saturday. Sunday brunch 
10 a.m.-1 p.m.
UC Lounge
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-11 p.m. 
Saturday and Sunday 11 a.m.-H 
p.m.
Health Service
Monday-Friday 9 a m.-noon, 1 
p.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday emergency 
cases only.
Library
M onday-Thursday 8 a.m .-
midnight
Friday 8 a.m.-10 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sunday 1-11 p.m.
Bookstore
Monday-Friday until Oct 2,8 a.m.- 
5 p.m.
Monday-Friday after Oct. 2,8 a.m.- 
7 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday Closed 
Registrar’s Office 
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-noon, 1-4 
p.m.
Window
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Business office
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-noon, 1-4 
p.m.
Cashier's window 
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-noon, 1-5 
p.m.
KUFM Schedule
SUNDAY
AM
8:00 Sunday Musicale 
11:00 Music Canada 
PM
12:00 BBC Science Magazine 
(NPR)
12:30 Jazz Revisited (NPR)
1:00 Jazz Alive (NPR)
■ 2:30 Music of Stage & Screen 
4:30 Voices in the Wind 
5:30 Washington Week in Review 
(NPR)
6:00 All Things Considered 
(NPR)
7:00 International Concert Hall 
(NPR)
8:30 Western Wynde 
AM
2:00 Sign Off
M O N D A Y
AM
6:30 Music at Dawn 
9:00 Mosaics 
PM
12:00 Listener's Bookstall 
12:30 KUFM Midday News 
1:00 UM/Community Activities 
1:05 Toscanini Series (NPR)
2:05 Encore, By Request 
4:30 Pea-Green Boat 
5:30 KUFM Evening News 
6:00 All Things Considered 
(NPR)
7:30 Missoula City Council (Live) 
9:30 Bedtime Stories . . .
10:00 Ensemble 
AM
12:30 Nocturnal Additions 
2:00 Sign Off
TUESDAY
AM
6:30 Music at Dawn 
9:00 Mosaics
MOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOl
M IN I STORAGE
SAFE — DRY — CONVENIENT 
INSIDE OR OUTSIDE STORAGE
12 A sso rted  C u b ic le  S izes 
24 HOUR RESIDENT CARETAKER
m r450 Highway 10 Watt 549-4111
For Your Everyday t 4  A 0 0  
Storage Convenience *  1 U
Per Month 
and Up
REQUIRED 
READING I 
FOR SCIENCE
AND BUSINESS
HANDHELD CALCULATORS: 
WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW 
BEFORE YOU BUY.
Your college work habits will 
surely influence your professional 
work habits. If you’re in science, 
engineering or business, a hand­
held calculator will be an 
essential element in molding 
those habits. That's why it's 
so important to make the correct 
choice of a calculator now.
Which is why we prepared a 
brochure entitled, "The Student’s 
Choice... The Professional's 
Choice... The Logical Choice!’ In 
it, you'll read about every­
thing you should consider before 
buying your college calculator. 
Things like calculator construc­
tion, ease-of-use, logic systems 
and more. Pick up a free copy at 
your bookstore or nearest 
Hewlett-Packard dealer. For the
address, CALL TOLI^FREE 
800-648-4711 except from Hawaii 
or Alaska. In Nevada call 
800-992-5710. And do it soon. 
Because we think buying a 
calculator should be one of your 
most carefully calculated decisions.
HEWLETT M  PACKARD
Dept 0000 1000 N.E. Circle Blvd . Corvallis. OR 97330
^ b r o o a c s
DeLUISE
T H E
F I N E  P R I N T  
*!t a bookstore ^
130 E. Broadway * Downtown * 721-2180
Schedules
PM
12:00 Listener's Bookstall 
12:30 KUFM Midday News
1:00 UM/Community Activities
Registration begins 
for Center courses
Mail registration is now being 
accepted for the Fall Quarter 
University Center Courses, non­
credit evening classes for the 
Missoula community and universi­
ty students.
Sixty-eight courses in self- 
improvement, recreation and 
physical training, hobbies and arts 
and crafts will be offered.
Regular registration will begin 
Monday from noon to 7 p.m., on 
the third floor of the University 
Center. Classes will begin October 
2. Enrollment for the last academic 
year reached the 4,000 mark. To 
receive a brochure on these 
courses ca ll 243-6661 on 
weekdays.
1:05 Music of Italian Masters 
2:05 In Concert 
4:30 Pea-Green Boat 
5:30 KUFM Evening News 
6:00 All Things Considered 
(NPR)
7:30 New York Philharmonic 
9:30 Bedtime Stories . . .
10:00 Dimensions in Jazz 
AM
12:30 Nocturnal Additions 
2:00 Sign Off 
WEDNESDAY 
AM
6:30 Music at Dawn 
9:00 Mosaics 
PM
12:00 Listener's Bookstall 
12:30 KUFM Midday News 
1:00 UM/Community Activities 
1:05 The Spice of Life 
4:30 Pea-Green Boat 
5:30 KUFM Evening News 
6:00 All Things Considered 
(NPR)
7:30 NPR Recital Hall (NPR) 
9:30 Bedtime Stories . .  .
10:00 KUFM Theatre/Earplay 
11:00 Nocturnal Additions Part I
AM
12:30 Nocturnal Additions Part II 
2:00 Sign Off 
THURSDAY 
AM
6:30 Music at Dawn 
9:00 Mosaics 
PM
12:00 Listener's Bookstall 
12:30 KUFM Midday News 
1:00 UM/Community Activities 
1:05 Jazz Sessions 
4:30 Pea-Green Boat 
5:30 KUFM Evening News 
6:00 All Things Considered 
(NPR)
7:30 Music of the Masters by 
Request
9:30 Bedtime Stories . . .
10:00 National Town Meeting 
(NPR)
11:00 Nocturnal Additions Part I 
AM
12:30 Nocturnal Additions Part II 
2:00 Sign Off 
FRIDAY 
AM
6:30 Music at Dawn 
9:00 Mosaics
PM
12:00 Listener's Bookstall 
12:30 KUFM Midday News 
1:00 UM/Community Activities 
1:05 Gildbert & Sullivan Festival 
3:00 In Concert 
4:30 Pea-Green Boat 
5:30 KUFM Evening News 
6:00 All Things Considered 
(NPR)
7:30 The Black Experience 
9:30 Bedtime Stories . . .
10:00 Dimensions in Jazz 
AM
12:30 After Midnight 
3:00 Sign Off 
SATURDAY 
AM
8:00 Children's Corner 
PM
12:00 Missoula Opera House 
1:30 Grizzly Football (Home 
Games)
4:00 Music from Germany 
4:30 Saturday Concert Hall 
5:30 Pauline Frederick & 
Colleagues (NPR)
6:00 All Things Considered 
(NPR)
7:00 Options in Education 
8:00 Folk Festival U.S.A. (NPR) 
8:30 Grizzly Football (Away 
Games)
10:00 Free Forms 
AM
2:00 Sign Off
UC Gallery
The gallery's hours are from 10 
a.m.-4 p.m. weekdays and 12-4 
p.m. Sundays.
Oct. 1-13 Phil Nevasya, Mis­
soula, paintings, ceremonial dolls 
and jewelry.
Oct. 14 Audubon Society 
photography exhibit.
Oct. 15-27 Alan Woodard, Mis­
soula, visual poetry.
Oct. 29-No.v. 10 Mary Warner, 
Missoula, watercolor.
Nov. 12-24 Beth Lo and Carolyn 
Jacobs, Hamilton, ceramics.
Nov. 26-Dec. 8 Lee Nye’s 
photography students.
Dec. 9-Jan. 6 Gallery closed.
Unique A
Comfortable Professional
Atmosphere Staff
to
Browsers Serve
Welcome You
FRIDAY & SATURDAY AT MIDNIGHT ONLY!
9 a different 
jg setofjaws.
Advance Tickets SHOWPLACE OF MONTANA
on Sale From 10:30 WILMA
P.M. Fri.-Sat. Adm. $2.50. 543-7341
OPEN 6:25 P.m. Two Showings Fri.-Sat. SHOWPLACE OF MONTANA
Shorts at 6:40-9:00 Eves.; Other Eves. WILMA
“Movie” at 7:10-9:30 8:00 Only. 543-7341
One of
Special
Orders
Western
Montana's Cards
Largest Globes
Selections of Print
Fine Books Ordering
Service
Big Sky College of Barber-Styling, Inc.
600 Kensington
Welcomes U of M Students
Student Services Products
Haircuts Scalp Treatments R-K
Redken
JhirmackHairstyles Hair Coloring
Permanents Shaves Image
Protein Power Paks Beard Trims Helene Curtis
Facials KMS
We care about your hair. Shouldn’t you?
oAlew Scenes cAddedlll
DON'T M ISS
“Rawing ̂ Beauties’ 
“<0Tke Q o ^ tjU td g e ts "  
“<Dbkeac-Alumbe/t" 
t0Tltec-Run-oAu/ay ̂ Bea/t 
SBobste/ts inuWewQJo/tfe
...uW uUomi!MARTY
FELDMAN
Registering students go 
through the motions
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"Hooray for (ill Clayburghl She makes 
the |ump to star in this marvelous film.
WHAT AN 
ARTIST DIANE 
KEATON IS! 
Imagine, ‘Annie 
H alf and ‘Looking 
For Mr. Goodbar’ 
in the same year."
—( lie Shall/. SBCTV
JILL C IA Y B U R G H  
A L A N  BATES
RMSTRICTIO
W q H U U I
September 29, 30
DIANE KEATONlIT POKING FOR MR. GOODBAR
September 22, 23
It wasn’t your ordinary, 
un-of-the- mill war
RICHARD
BURTON
fflOEH! October 13,14
An epic fantasy 
of peace and magic.
October
20, 21
October 
! 6 , 7 ,
The im age o f  an  adult 
world through  
a  ch ik fs eves
LOUIS MALLE'S
October 
27, 28 l Again, you're invited to a series of fine Sleeper Club 
Films. As always, each film is shown once only on 
Friday and Saturday nights, and you should check 
our newspaper ads, or call 728-0095 for showtimes 
each week, since times vary according to when the 
regular feature ends. And the cost. . .  why, that’s the 
easiest part . . .  just $2.00 the first time and $1.50 
thereafter. See You at the Moviesl
R m r r m c t i n
A  different kind of
in** KEITH CARRADINE. SUSANSARANDON 
BROOKE SHIELDSl o p e  s to r y ,  m a r t i] f e l d m a n ,
ANN-MARQRET A
■ m ic h a e u j o r k  M
r ^ ^ » E T E R  USTINOU M
November 
i 3 ,4  A
i N o v e m b e n ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H
■  10,
A story of envy, hatred, friendshijMriuinph^n^ove.
UWNE HANCROfT  SHIRLEY HacLAINK ^
| MIKHAIL BARYSHNIKOVLP.SUS BROWNS |R
* S h e  loves him  
He adm ires 
her taste .
iHiutnacnr
November 
24,25 iNovember 17, 18
“ U p r o a r i o u s . . .  
l u s t y  e n t e r t a i n m e n t ,
-BobThomas. ASSOCIATED PRESS
Started
asa
Concert
December 1, 2
It’s  my own fault.
I didn’t take the pillIt ^  
Became
The story of the world’s 
first pregnant man...
Starting
Die Bond
R ick  D a n k o  
L e v o n  H e lm  
G a r t h  H u d s o n  
R ic h a r d  M a n u e l
fsakeng
Eric Clapton 
Neil Diamond 
Bob Dylan 
Joni Mitchell
Paul Butterfield 
Ronnie Hawkins 
Ringo Start 
Ron Wood
December 
8, 9
EmmykXJ Harris 
Van Monison 
The Staples 
Dt John 
Muddy WatersRobbie Robertson Nell Young
T H E B A N D
T H E
lAST
[7
i
■ H I WORLD
K S R S iS i THEATRE
2023SOUTH HtGGiNS
PH.728-0095
I a  RALPH BAKSHI FILM
k WAIBARDS
“Throat” at 11:00 Only; 
“Jones” at 12:00; Adm. $5.00.
THE BEAUTIFUL
ROXY
543-7341
jP lU f lllllllM ID lf lllllM U lI lllP I lM lI llli
hT  AKIRA KUROSAWA'S MASTERPIECE 151
RASHOMON
STARRING
* 1  TOSHIRO MIFUNE
- V - A ‘i P  MACHIKO KYO
TAKASHI SHIMURA
In a period of civil war and famine 
in medieval Japan, a woodcutter 
(Takashi Shimura). a priest, and a 
servant take shelter from the rain 
under the ruined gateway to the 
city of Kyoto and the woodcutter 
describes a recent event that 
disturbs him. Four conflicting but 
equally credible accounts of the 
same crime—the murder of a 
nobleman and the rape of his wife 
by a bandit in the forest—are 
related in a powerful cinematic 
questioning of the nature of truth. 
Rashomon has striking visual 
qualities, enhanced by Kurosawa's 
constantly moving camera; and the 
acting, especially from Shimura.
Machiko Kyo (the wife), and Toshiro Mifune (the bandit), is excellent. Winner of the 1951 
Golden Lion at Venice, Rashomon is generally credited as the film that awakened Western 
interest in Japanese films. Also. Oni—The Demon, a short animation of Bunraku puppets by 
K. Kawamoto.
ALSO, JAPANESE PUPPET ANIMATION, ONI—THE DEMON!
rama j  s a t -s u n -m o n -t u e s7*4  {A l/ * / -  
L T s w m i5 15  S O U T H  H IG G IN S SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15
NOW THROUGH TUESDAY!
NIGHTLY AT 11:00 ONLY!
H O N  FAR DO€S A GIRL HAVE TO CO  
TO UNTANGLE HER TINGLE?
5 .0 0 0 (ieoM- 
Off C ivw ^a tim o— 
Use a & A M e la
T H E  
B U D D Y  
HO LLY  
STO R Y  
Q ________
OPEN 6:45 P.M. 
“Friday” at 7:00 Only 
“Holly” at 9:00 Only
THANK GOD 
I T S
^  F r i d a y  _
E D
THE BEAUTIFUL
ROXY
543-7341
"RIVETING...A 
DRAMATIC 
BLOCKBUSTER... 
Diane Keaton 
reveals new 
emotional depths 
and enchances the 
film with her 
characteristic ease 
and spontaneity!"
—lin in ' IV i l l  illinium 
IIuuIhU
W O R L D
THEATRE
2023 SOUTH HIGGINS 
PH. 728-0095
He Just May have 
been the Greatest 
Rock
Entertainer 
of all time,
FRIDAY S 
SATURDAY 
NIGHT AT 
11:45 ONLY
RATED R 
ALL “ S L E E PE R - 
SE A T S $2.00  
FIR ST  TIME, 
(1.50 THEREAFTER
Music... 
Entertainment. 
Dancing...
The # 1 movie 
in the country. 
FRIDAY AT 7:00 ONLY—WATCH 
FOR “UP IN SMOKE” SNEAK 
PREVIEW AT 9:30
OTHER NIGHTS, GREASE A T ^ m  
7:00 & 9:30
John
Travolta
Olivia
Newton-John
■ m W O R L D
THEATRE
^ 2023 SOUTH HIGGINS
m a m M PH. 7 2 8 0 0 9 5
The cure for “Saturday Night Fever” 
is to see it again.
© 1977 Paramount Pictures Corporation All Rights Reserved
The greatest stuntman alive! ■
NO ONE EVER 
ESCAPED FROM 
PRISON ^
g b o o T  c m b N  m m  g a r b s k ia  v m t H -TIMES-
7:00 9:15
Long lines, blue rooms 
greet new students
by Stephanie Lindsay
Montana Kaimin Contributing Reporter
And so, dear freshman, we have 
ventured forth from the bosoms of 
our families into the world of 
"higher education." Granted, it is a 
big step, both thrilling and 
frightening. How many of you 
couldn't wait til you left good ol’ 
mom 'n' dad, curfews and emp­
tying the garbage, but now have 
vague longings for weekends at 
home? Courage! Don’t give up! 
Look how far we've come already!
The first thing we discover about 
university living is lines. Long 
lines. As soon as we arrived, we 
promptly marched to the Universi­
ty Center to pick up the all- 
important Orientation Packet. We 
stood in line, squeaked out our 
names and found our UM Ad­
vocates launching into spiels that 
went something like this:
"Now the most important thing 
you have to do Monday morning is 
to be at the 10:00 meeting, but if 
you can’t make it, don't worry 
because the same meeting is In the 
afternoon, but you have to be at 
this other meeting in the after­
noon, too, so don’t miss it. Oh, by 
the way, here is a list of meeting 
changes.”
Of course, we haven't the 
foggiest idea what he said, but 
rather than act like Neanderthals 
we smile and proceed to the dorm.
Ah! The dorm—our home away 
from home, our sanctuary. After 
standing in line (can we change 
our majors to ‘standing in line’?), 
we receive our keys, instructions 
and food passes. We sign in, dash 
up 100 flights of stairs, search for 
the magic number and, hearts in 
our throats, expectantly open the 
door.
Lo and behold, we see . . .  blue.
The curtains are blue, one desk 
is blue, the ceiling and walls are 
blue. A streak of color intrudes on 
our peripheral vision—one orange 
desk. All right, we can deal with 
this—we'll just add some color to 
the place with Our unique little 
knick-knacks brought from home. 
(Actually, what is needed is an 
interior decorator because all our 
little possessions are uniquely 
blue.)
Brave people that we are, we 
dash down the 100 flights of stairs 
and unload the car. We have eight 
loads and by the time we have
What is hell? Hell is oneself, 
Hell is alone, the other figures in 
it
Merely projections.
—T.S. B io t
ALEC GUINNESS in
THE MAN IN
THE WHITE SUIT
This nimble, witty sci-fi satire stars the 
impeccable Alec Guinness as a Cam-
bridge scientist who brings the wrath of 
both capital and labor on himself by ■
inventing a fabric which never gets 
dirty and never wears out. Emerging
■
from the laboratory with his remarkable 
discovery, he at once finds himself ■
caught between the self-serving in­
terests of the textile mill owners and the ■
trade unions. After much personal 
strife and numerous struggles. 
Guinness, aglow in his white suit, is
■
pursued (like Frankenstein's monster) 
through a thick Manchester night, and
the movie has a delightful closing
touch' Directed by Alexander MacKen- 
drtck. The Man In the White Suit (1952)
is. "together with Kind Hearts and
Coronets, one of the best films of the
postwar British comedy school " Plus. 
Chaplin's The Floorwalker (1916); and
a great UB tweet s cartoon. Merry ■
Mannequins (1937)!
■
ENDS TONIGHT! ■
j
|
515 SOUTH HIGGINS 
SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9c15 ■
delivered the eighth to what we 
affectionately call “the blue room,” 
we are not dashing anywhere. Hot 
and sweaty, we open the 
screenless window and in flies our 
first guest—a wasp. Promptly and 
efficiently, we kill the wasp with a 
can of deoderant.
By this time the need for liquid 
refreshment becomes apparent. 
Searching out our trusty plastic 
cup (which the Housing Authority 
prudently suggested we bring) and 
having no booze, we run some 
water into the blue sink and it 
comes out hot—the longer it runs, 
the hotter it gets. Even water from 
the cold faucet comes out hot. 
Deciding that beggars can't be 
choosers we meekly drink hot 
water while pondering the place­
ment of our beloved possessions.
Gathering what remains of our 
strength, we neatly fold away our 
belongings in a manner that would 
have made Mom proud. Two hours 
later we have finished our task and 
notice that the hot water has 
caused nature to call. Beaming at 
our latest accomplishment we 
gaily trip down the hall to find the 
bathroom and without further ado 
perform, flush, and discover water 
overflowing and soaking into our 
favorite and very long jeans.
Hoping that no one has noticed, 
we sneak back to our blue haven 
and ponder the future. After all, we 
still have registration to look 
forward to!
A S U M Performing 
Artists Series
Announcing our
1978-79 Season
Oct. 10 CARLOS MONTOYA, Flamenco Guitarist
Oct. 27 EUGENE LIST, Concert Pianist
Nov. 29 OAKLAND BALLET, “Nutcracker”
Mar. 2-3 ALVIN AILEY Repertory Ensemble
Apr. 6 PAUL WINTER CONSORT & KEITH BERGER, Mime 
Apr. 25 TASHI, Peter Serkin (piano), Fred Sherry (cello), 
Ida Kavafian (violin), Richard Stoltzman (clarinet).
Curtain 8:00 p.m. $6.00 General Public
Reserved Seating Only $3.00 University/High
School & Senior 
Citizens
MONTOYA Tickets ON SALE NOW at Bookstore
{ ^ “cornin’ t o g d c h a F j
BLACK OAK
w ith  CANNED HEAT
In M issoula 
Sunday, September 24 
8 p.m. Adams Fieldhouse
$ 6 .0 0  a d v a n c e  /  $ 7 .0 0  d a y  o f  sh o w
OUTLETS: UC Bookstore, Eli's Tapes ft Records. 
Memory Bankc (Missoula)
Robbins Book Store (Hamilton) 
Budget Tapes f t Records (K alispell)
THE ACTION SPOT
(No Cover)
WEST COAST MUSIC FROM SALT LAKEFROM SA T LAKE
(Sept. 18-23) 
SALT LAKE CITY
(Sept. 25-30) 
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
l i l t
WOIFGAHQ
(Oct. 17-21) (To Be Announced)
T R A D I N G  P O S T  S A L O O N S ,
/HOLY SHIT I T 
THIS APARTMENT. 
J S  A, D U M P!
f  AND ITS ^  
[ i n f e s t e d  w i t h
r  2 CHOKE. €
DRABS
'RAISE U M O N TI'LL OUST PUCK INTO THE* 
NEXT PANEL AND INTO . 
iTHIS W EIRD U T T L E ..J
THOSE EXPLOSIVE SLUGS] 
REALLY MAKE A MESS!/ 
’ I'M &ONNA NEED/-ggfi 
SOME HELP) r-^P  f M
HLISTEN CAREPULL^ OUR >  
P LA N E TS  S U N  W IL L  SO O N  
.B U R N  O U T I  Y O U  M U S T  * 
* FL Y  O U R  P R E C IO U S  
STOCK O F P O S T E R S , R U & S  
^BEDSPREADS, TA PESTR l E S ,
I IN C E N S E , P IP E S , 8 0 N & S ,  
; \E -T C . ,E .TC. T O  S A F E T Y /
CrOOO W\TS
AY WE ALSO N\6.MT10M THAT W E CAtfc^Y 8ooi<S 
fOrAlX lKlCLUDlNlS- '//£AVy
YOU MUST G o ! 
EVEN NOW THE 
Ll&UT
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MISSOULA FAIRGROUNDS SEPT. 23-24
TRADE C RAFTS •.WORKSHOPS • I NTERTAINMENT • \'ATl RAI FOODS 
AI.TliRNATIVE ENERGY • NEW GAMES • W#
10-5 SATURDAY & SUNDAY
Black Oak Arkansas preview 
promises ‘insect-style’ music
By JOHN WAUGH
Montana Kalmin Contributing Reporter
Remember the rapist/pervert of 
Deliverance? Well, just imagine 
him all bug-eyed and drooley, but 
dressed in a snappy-white pair of 
fa ls e tto - tig h t b ritch es  all 
spanking-clean, with a washboard 
in one hand and a Confederate — 
that is to say — rebel flag in the 
other, a whippin’ and a whirlin’ 
around a stage, an1 a growlin' an’ a 
droolin' an' a humpin' everything in 
sight, with a rock band standing 
around. Not any old rock band. I 
mean the type that drove the 
younguns to safety pins and 
suicides — that is to say droning 
boogie verging on insect style 
music, with the name of Black Oak 
Arkansas. Well, they’re appearing 
this Sunday, Sept. 24, at 8 p.m., at 
Harry Adams Fieldhouse.
Born around the turn of the 
decade in Arkansas, the group 
took its name from its home town, 
where, legend has it, they are no 
longer welcome, having exited 
with the high school P.A. (Security 
take note.)
B. O. are specialists in an es­
oteric genre known to initiates as
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"cockrock," which was very pop­
ular in the southeastern United 
States until disco moved in last 
year. Indeed many youths in 
tidewater Virginia, where 8 .0 . are 
really big, still mistake B. O. for 
authentic Ozark Mountain country 
music, in part because of the 
kissing cousin image (a kind of 
acid “Hee Haw," if you will). Crazy 
as it seemed, folks used to throng 
to this type of show in droves, and 
B. O. often presided at gatherings 
of southern rockers including Wet 
Willie, White Whitch, and 
Grinderswitch.
The crowd will probably be 
young (but that’s o.k., they've got 
to learn somehow). One hint, 
though, if you're into this sort of 
stuff, take a bib. Many a young 
rocker has come out of those 
things with a wet shirt from drool­
ing so much. And. . .  if you go, and 
you're not into it, a brown bag is a 
must.
Appearing with B. O. is Canned 
Heat, rumored to descend from the 
original boogie and blues grqup 
w h ich  a c tu a lly  p layed  at 
Woodstock (I). No Information 
regarding the number of survivors 
of the original group now touring 
was available at press time, unfor­
tunately.
Phone changes
The phone numbers for both the 
re g is t ra r ’ s o f f ic e  and the 
admissions office have been 
changed since Spring Quarter. 
The new phone numbers are:
Registrar—2995
Admissions—6266
Area Arts Events
ART
Until Sept. 23, Audubon Collec­
tors Showcase. Missoula Museum 
of the Arts.
Sept. 27 thru fall. Lecture, "The 
Art of the Plains Indians," Joel 
Bernstein, lecture and slide 
presentations, 7:30 p.m., Missoula 
Museum of the Arts.
Oct. 1-Oct. 13. Phil Nevasya, 
jewelry, paintings, ceremonial 
dolls, UC Gallery.
Oct. 14, Audubon Society 
Photography Exhibit, UC Gallery.
Oct. 15-Oct. 27, Alan Woodard, 
Visual Poetry, UC Gallery.
DRAMA
Sept. 29-Nov. 12, Montana 
Repertory Theatre on tour in Idaho 
schools.
Oct. 11-14, Guys and Dolls, UM 
Drama/Bance Dept., UT, 8 p.m.
Oct. 21, Jim Thorpe, All- 
American, Missoula Area Arts 
Council, UT, 3 p.m. and 8 p.m.
MOVIES
Sept. 30, “Arsenic and Old 
Lace," Copper Commons, 7 & 9:30 
p.m.
Oct. 7, "D r.. Strangelove," 
Copper Commons, 7 & 9:30 p.m.
Oct. 15, "Three Days of the 
Condor," UCB, 9 p.m.
Oct. 21, “Secret War of Harry 
Frigg," Copper Commons, 8 p.m.
Oct. 25, "Audubon Wildlife,” 
UCB, 8 p.m.
MUSIC/ENTERTAINMENT 
Sept. 24, Black Oak Arkansas, 
FH, 8 p.m.
Oct. 3, Maynard Ferguson, UCB, 
7-9:30 p.m.
Oct. 10, Carlos Montoya, UCB, 8 
p.m.
Oct. 14, Gabe Kaplan Show, FH, 
8 p.m.
Oct. 19, Up With People, UT, 8 
p.m.
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Dedicated drinkers find best, beastiest of bars
By NATALIE HOOVER
Fin* Art* Editor
If Missoula has a national 
reputation of hosting the world’s 
largest kegger, then one can 
assume Missoula's watering spots 
have some of the most dedicated 
drinkers in the world. Assuming 
that the average UM student wants 
to excel in all academic pursuits, 
he would be oriented to the best or 
beastiest of bars.
Those who imbibe before noon 
can commence their study at The 
Shack, a Front Street oasis for 
fresh fruit and yogurt, cheap 
chicken specials and beer on tap 
as well as great imports for the 
finicky. The TV attracts Missoula's 
most dedicated tube addicts.
For a little more local color, 
nothing can "top the Hat,” also on 
Front Street. Vying with Luke’s for 
aesthetic decor, the Top Hat this 
week sports one of the best 
bluegrass bands around. Live Wire 
Choir nightly threatens the struc­
ture of the “Hat" with their foot- 
stomping "Orange Blossom 
Special" and some very nice-and- 
new 50's and 60’s rock and roll 
numbers. (With a little help from 
the Mudflaps, we understand.) It is 
required attendance for all serious 
f id d le ,  m a n d o lin , b a n jo  
enthusiasts. In addition,fourof the 
choicest pin-ball machines suck in 
the quarters and all the flippers 
work!
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U. of M. students new 
to Missoula. Packets 
containing informa­
tion about Missoula 
plus valuable cou­
pons from  loca l 
sponsors w ill be 
availab le  through  
today in the U. Center 
Mall.
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Moving on across Front Street, 
disco queens can shake their 
booties at The Holding Company, 
if you don't mind standing in line to 
get in the door. Electric reflections 
of jail-bait and East Coast imports 
abound. The best margaritas on 
the street are made here in one- 
half liters for $3.
Part of the Missoula promenade 
is to walk through the Flame (to 
see who is there) on your way to 
Connie's (to see who’s there). If the 
budget is tight and a drunk is in 
order, inhale a Flame Zombie, a 
$2.50 drink guaranteed to sit you 
down for a few more selections 
(including a "Hop, Skip and Go 
Naked ..." ) .
Between the Oxford and the 
police station you will find Con­
nie's. Attempt to walk through 
(even linebackers have ‘ trouble 
some nights), arid you will 
probably bump into all of last 
year's friends. Charlie the owner, 
replaces his carpet at least once a
year. Note the famous Lee Nye 
portraits of local philosophers that 
reside there during the day.
If you are out for sex and 
violence, try the Trading Post 
Saloon. This McQuirk establish­
ment promises to deliver. That 
includes cheap drinks (nickel 
beers and 35 cent shots during 
happy hour), the largest and 
fastest meat parade in the Pacific 
Northwest (Playboy claimed two 
years ago that if a guy couldn't 
make a pick-up in 15 .minutes in 
this bar, he should wait another 
five), and flying lessons (for row­
dies and Kaimin reporters) by 
some of the biggest biceps in 
Missoula. Guaranteed you will at 
least rub butts with someone; it is 
that crowded.
Sorority and fraternity people 
populate the Stockman's with their 
Ultra-Brite smiles, ultra-expensive 
leather jackets and tight-fitting 
clothes. After 2 a.m., the place 
takes on a much different at­
mosphere when it becomes one of 
the few sources of protein in 
Missoula. Omelettes and moun­
tains of hash-browns have made it 
the last stop. Order liver and 
onions for a change; it nauseates 
people around you at such a late 
hour.
Other alcohol-omelette combo's 
include a Lou's omelette at the 
Palace (check with the board of 
health first), and the famous Ox­
ford, which includes the best late- 
n ig h t en te rta in m en t (the 
customers) in the price of your 
eggs.
There are departures for the 
brave from the standard tour. Al 
and Vic’s provides a Star Wars-bar 
atmosphere but never a fear of 
falling asleep at your spot. Luke’s 
hosts amateur night and some of 
the nicest cycle gangs in Montana. 
Ignore the dead-body smell about 
the place. It really does have 
appetizing pizza. The Silver Dollar 
Bar pours tap beer in real frosted
mugs and you can swap hunting 
stories with all the local train- 
daddies.
Per city-square, Missoula has 
more bars than any other town in 
western Montana so drink up. 
However, nothing beats your own 
research.
Volunteers needed for 
elk
Volunteer work is available for 
students interested in running a 
check station during elk season in 
the Middle Fork on the Flathead 
River.
For more information contact 
Dennis Daneke at the Montana Co­
op Wildlife Research Unit, in 105 F 
Health-Science Building or call 
243-5641.
Most of the greatest evils that 
man has inflicted upon man have 
come through people feeling quite 
certain about something which, in 
fact, was false.
—Bertrand Bussell
If you are an off-campus student with wall jacks for plug-in 
phones, you can save $5.50 on installation of your phone.
Just pick up your phone at the Student PhoneCenter, 
Room 119 in the university Center. Drop by anytime between 
8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Monday thru Friday, September 5 
through October 5, take your phone with you and save this 
installation fee.
And if you are a dormitory student, pick up a student toll 
credit card at die Lodge on the main floor. This card can make 
your long distance calling a lot more convenient.
So start the year off right. By saving time and money at 
your Student PhoneCenter. ^
Mountain Bell
The First Evangelical Church 
5425 Gharrett Avenue
Welcomes
All New and Returning 
UM Students
k
College and Career class 
meets 9:30 a.m. at 2603 
South Hills Drive
Morning worship -1 1  a.m. 
Evening worship - 6 p.m. 
(Phone 728-6150 or 
728-0073 for rides)
Reading experts at UM council
Two nationally recognized 
authorities in literature and 
reading will highlight the annual 
Five Valleys Reading Council 
Conference at the University of 
Montana on Oct. 7.
Caroline Bauer, from the Univer­
sity of Oregon, and Alvin 
Granowsky, director of languages 
arts and reading for Dallas, Tex., 
schools, will speak on the theme of 
the conference, “Literature In­
spires Reading."
Bauer will demonstrate how to 
entice inte,rest in literature through 
creative storytelling. She has per­
formed as a children’s literature 
storyteller on public television and 
is author of the current best seller 
“Handbook for Storytellers.” She 
holds a Ph.D. from the University 
of Oregon.
Granowsky is known for
ju u o n o rrKinnoonnnnnnrn   —  — —  —■
WELCOME BACK
The Military Science Department invites all new 
and returning students to check into our 
mentally and physically challenging programs. 
Army ROTC provides an excellent course in 
leadership and management training, MS101. 
Or, it can be a great outdoor adventure. Try it, 
and add a new dimension to your campus life. 
Ask about our leadership and adventure 
programs at the
Men’s Gym, Room 102 or 
Call 243-2681
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If you play your 
cards right. .
You’ll get a FREE deck of 
Michelin playing cards 
with the purchase of either
2 new Selberllng 200 polyester tires
as low as
$ 4 8 5 0
plus FET
600 x 12 blackwall
1 pair of Bakke retreads
as low as 2 for
$ O Q 0 0
gpR plus FET
for the small size
So come into Bakke Tire Service for a pair 
of Seiberling 200's or Bakke better-built 
retreads—and your Michelin playing 
cards! Offer expires Friday, Oct. 13.
promoting parents as partners in 
learning and is author of 
publications on language arts and 
reading. His talk will be entitled 
“ Light Up Kids Eyes." He has a 
doctorate in education from the 
University of Pennsylvania.
In addition to the two national 
speakers, seven overviews of 
literature that young people like 
will be presented by persons who 
work with several ages of children.
Other topics to be covered will be 
creative dramatics, thematic 
literature, audio-visual media and 
literature, storytelling, poetry, 
popular books, literature and 
reading management systems.
More information about the 
conference and registration 
materials are available from 
Geneva Van Horne, president of 
the Five Valleys Reading Council, 
at the University of Montana, 
Missoula, or by calling 243-2563.
Acting law dean 
to be announced
By BOB VERDON
Montana Kalmln Senior Editor
The name of the acting dean of 
the University of Montana Law 
School should be announced 
within the "next day or two," UM 
President Richard Bowers said 
yesterday.
The position will become vacant 
Dec. 31, when Dean Robert Sul­
livan will resign to become general 
counsel for and head of the legal 
department of Montana Power Co. 
in Butte.
In a telephone interview last 
night, Sullivan said he decided to 
resign because he received an 
"attractive offer" to return to the 
practice of law.
He added that since the law 
school's accreditation problems 
have “been cleared up” and the 
library addition to the law building 
should be completed soon, he felt 
it would be a good time to step 
aside.
Sullivan has recommended to 
Bowers and Donald Habbe, vice 
president for academic affairs, that
Margery Brown, assistant dean of 
the law school, be appointed 
acting dean beginning Jan. 1, 
1979.
Bowers, who met with the law 
school faculty Friday, said he and 
Habbe have decided upon an 
acting dean, but said he could not 
release the name until he has 
advised the Board of Regents, 
who, he said, must approve the 
appointment.
Brown, contacted last night, said 
Bowers and Habbe attended 
Friday's meeting of the law faculty 
to seek support for Sullivan's 
recommendation of Brown.
She added that the support was 
voiced.
Brown said she does not intend 
to apply for the permanent 
deanship even if she is appointed 
acting dean.
Sullivan said he will teach 
“accelerated classes" that will be 
completed by the end of 
December. He will have to return to 
UM only to give final examinations 
when the law school’s semester 
ends in January.
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Assistants cut at Student Affairs
The Student Affairs office, 
located on the first floor of the 
Lodge, is operating without the 
benefit of student assistants this 
year because of budget cutbacks.
The role of the two student 
assistants was to act as a liason 
between students and faculty and 
to help students with other 
problems.
Asked about how this goal will 
be reached now, Dell Brown, 
director of auxilary services, said it
will not be as easy without the 
student assistants, although it has 
been done in the past.
According to Brown, the Stu­
dent Affairs office operated last 
year during winter, spring and 
summer quarters without the aid of 
students.
"It wasn’t as easy," he said, but 
the program served its function.
"We would rather have the 
students,” Brown added, but “we'll 
do our level best."
The student assistant job was a 
paid position. The two assistants 
received $3 per hour and worked 
an average of 20 hours a week. The 
program was one of many cut by 
the new budget.
Student Affairs is now operated 
by Fred Weldon, director of Stu­
dent Affairs, Brown and his 
secretary.
Services are available to help 
students with any problems or 
questions.
Dental service offers emergency care
By FRANK BOYETT
Montana Kalmln Associate Editor
The University of Montana den­
tal program approved by the Board 
of Regents last spring is now 
offering its services on an 
emergency basis and should begin 
full service sometime this quarter, 
according to Health Service Direc­
tor Dr. Robert Curry.
Audition deadline
Today is your last chance to 
audition for music department 
performance groups.
These groups include — 
University Band, University Choir, 
L ittle  Symphony, Collegiate 
Chorale, Opera Workshop, Jazz 
Workshop, Chamber groups and 
the Collegiate Band.
Students work with University of 
Montana Music Department 
co n d u c to rs  and can earn 
academic credit.
Details are posted in the Music 
Building lobby.
Tell truth, and shame the devil.
—Jonathan Swift.
The north end of the Health 
Service building has to be 
remodeled to provide space and 
facilities for the dental service, so 
Dr. Russell Read, the dentist hired 
by the Health Service, is providing 
emergency care for students in a 
downtown office.
Curry said the current emergen­
cy service is limited because the 
office Read is using is available to 
him only three days a week.
However, Curry urged students 
not to let this deter them from 
coming to the Health Service if 
they feel they need emergency 
care.
“ If somebody is hurting, that's an 
emergency," Curry said.
The dental program is not free 
for students, but is relatively 
cheap. Students pay a $4 dental 
fee during registration and in 
addition must pay for services 
rendered. However, Curry said the 
charge will be about 20 percent of 
what a student would usually pay 
for dental work. Thus, he said, 
dental work which would usually 
cost about $30 will cost about $6 at 
the Health Service.
The only thing that remains to be
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done before the dental program 
can offer full services, Curry said, 
is the remodeling of the in-patient 
area of the Health Service building. 
An architect has already drawn up 
plans with the help of the local 
society of professional dentists 
and bids will be taken on the work. 
Curry said he anticipates the work 
will be finished sometime this 
quarter.
The Health Service will also hire 
a dental assistant and a dental 
hygienist but has postponed doing 
this because, as Curry put it, “there 
is no place for them to work.”
Curry said the $4 fee charged at 
registration will probably not go 
down but services will increase if 
the program creates extra revenue. ■
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O  Blue Cross of Montana is offering a health care coverage plan designed 
specifically for the college and university student. Separate plans are 
available at Montana State University, University of Montana and Northern 
. Montana College.
0T h e  cost to the student is 75 to 85 percent lower per month than health 
care plans offered to single full-time working people.
•  ™ e coverage plan is available year-round and is in effect at any place, any 
time, even while the student is working during the summer.
•  Parents, encourage your son or daughter to enroll in this plan.
^More information about the Blue Cross of Montana student proqram is
available at fall registration.
THE BEST, MOST INEXPENSIVE HEALTH COVERAGE YOU’LL EVER HAVE IN YOUR LIFE
Blue Cross
of Montana
UNIVERSITY CENTER RECREATION
H l V E B S l T y
CENTER
m
Welcomes U.M. Students
^ C R e flT I^
243-2733
Part time help needed. 
Desk clerks, rovers and 
janitors.
Apply at U.C. Rec. Desk.
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QUARTERS TO CAMPUS! Sororities, Fraternities, Clubs, etc. — See Us for Your Keg Needs!
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Snacks
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School Supplies
Main Hall gets a new look
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Drop-add procedures not so complicated
By JILL EICHHORN
Montana Kaimin Reporter
A warning to freshmen and 
transfer students: the bureaucracy 
of University of Montana’s 
registration will haunt you until 
you grasp your diploma and direct 
your attentions elsewhere.
Fortunately UM has not suffered 
total computerization and there 
are still opportunities to plead with 
fellow human beings as opposed 
to faceless computers. There are, 
however, a few important 
deadlines and procedures to  heed 
in order to secure a stable status 
with the registrar’s office and to 
finagle one's way into “closed" 
classes.
Classes can be changed until 
Oct. 16 without causing fee 
alterations, according to registrar 
information. If a student stays 
within a 12- to 18-hour credit-load 
after schedule changes, there will 
be no fee change. But if a student
ASUM offers 
lecture notes
Lecture Notes will be available 
for several classes being offered 
this quarter. The notes are publish­
ed weekly and are offered as a 
supplemental study aid to assist 
students in understanding the 
course material and in improving 
note taking skills.
The following classes will be 
available:
Psychology No. 110, $4 per 
quarter; History No. 261, $3 per 
quarter; History No. 367, $3 per 
quarter; Chemistry No. 101, $4 per 
quarter.
Lecture Notes are offered 
through the ASUM Programming 
Office. Watch the Kaimin for 
additional classes which may be 
offered. Subscription forms are 
available in Room 104 in the 
University Center.
has paid for 12-18 credits and after 
schedule changes credit hours 
exceed 18, the student will be 
billed the extra money. If credit 
hours fall below 12, the student will 
be refunded. However, a student 
must withdraw today in order to 
receive a total refund,registrar 
information lists.
The procedure for changing 
class schedules is commonly 
called, “drop-add." The name 
describes the process. "Dropping" 
a class deletes it from a student’s 
schedule and "adding” a class 
increases a student's credit load.
The drop-add process is the 
fulcrum by which a student can try 
to get into a class that was closed 
during his designated registration 
time. It is also a method of altering 
schedules in the event a student 
decides after 15 days of class that 
18 credits is too much or 12 credits 
is too little.
Drop-add forms are available in 
the Registrar's Office, which is 
located _ in the east end of the 
Lodge on the second floor. To 
drop or add a class a student must 
pick up a form, fill in the ap­
propriate information about the 
classes to be dropped or added, 
obtain the signatures of the in­
structors of the classes and then
return the form to the Registrar's 
Office to be stamped and process­
ed.
R eg is tra r personnel ask 
students to hang on to their 
receipts of all drop-add transac­
tions, advice which should not be 
taken lightly. Despite claims of 
perfection and efficiency, com­
puters are fallible.
If a student was frustrated by 
closed classes during registration, 
try attending the class anyway with 
the drop-add form in hand. Don't 
give up until the instructor flatly 
refuses to sign the "add" space.
To avoid confusion, it is wise to 
complete all schedule shuffling 
before the fifteenth class day, Oct. 
16, the Registrar's Office advises. 
However, it is possible to make 
changes after the fifteenth class 
day with signatures from the dean 
of the student’s major, the chair­
man of the department of the class 
being dropped or added and the 
instructor. These instructions 
appear on the aforementioned 
drop-add forms.
If the drop-add option fails, a 
student also has the possibility of 
asking the instructor for an “ in­
complete" in a course. But the 
Registrar Office rules point out 
that a student must complete the
work for the course within one 
year.. If the work is not completed 
the "incomplete" becomes an “F” 
or a grade given to the registrar by 
the instructor.
November 27 is the deadline for 
withdrawal from the university. A 
student can pick up forms from the 
Center for Student Development, 
located in the basement of the 
Lodge, and begin the trek to obtain 
all the necessary signatures from 
deans and instructors.
Other deadlines to note are:
—Sept. 22, last day to pay 
registration fees without the $15 
late-registration fee (today).’
—Sept. 29, last day to register for 
Fall Quarter.
—Oct. 6, last day for application 
for a degree for Winter Quarter.
If all this appears incomprehen­
sible and bureaucratic as 
forewarned, students should not 
hesitate to demand help from their 
advisors or from UM advocates. 
According to John Christ, UM 
advocate coordinator, advocates 
can be contacted through the 
Center for Student Development in 
the Lodge or students can contact 
him or Donna Booth in the Alumni 
Center.
The talon of a meat-packer, the 
morals of a moneychanger and the 
manners of an undertaker.
—William Allen White
People ask you for criticism, but 
they only want praise.
—W. Somerset Maugham
P H I
DANCE CLASSES
Elenita Brown
BALLET/CHARACTER MODERN 
PRIMITIVE/JAZZ SPANISH
25 years experience teaching, performing, 
choreography, lecture demonstrations.
Training: British Royal Academy of Dance, Buenos Aires;
Ecole de Ballet du Theatre de Mara Dousse, Lausanne. 
Extensive work with individual teachers in Paris, Barcelona, 
Stockholm, New York, Jacobs Pillow, Stanford, Dalles, ETC... 
Information & registration: 728-1683, 1-777-5956
WELCOME
BACK
U. M.
STUDENTS
TOURNAMENTS 
STARTING SOON
$1.25 Pitchers Mon.-Thurs.
(6-8 p.m.)
IN THE SOUTH CENTER
J !
J O I N
T H E
P A R A D E
MARCH IN FOR OUR SALE
Sept. 25 through Sept. 30
—30% OFF all Rings 
—40% OFF all Oanskins in stock 
—40% OFF Canvas Bags and Totes 
—50% OFF Summer Apparel
515 South Higgins 721-3047
10 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Freddy's
1221 Helen
“Since 1972" 
featuring:
Mammyth Bagels 
Whole Grains & 
Fruit Juice 
Cold Beer & Chips
“your neighborhood grocery”
One block west of the U.
1221 Helen 549-2127
9 a.m.-10 p.m. daily 11 a.m.-8 p.m. Sunday
Getting Enough?
No matter how careful you are about maintaining a 
healthy diet, chances are you’re not getting all the 
essential vitamins and minerals you need to keep you 
going strong. That’s why the people at Rexall have 
brought you a complete line of vitamins to supplement 
your diet.
Vitamin C Tablets, 500 mg. $1.99
100 tablets. Helps keep bone, teeth and blood vessels healthy. Promotes growth 
and tissue repair, including the healing of wounds.
Vitamin E Capsules, 200 i.u. $3.22
100 capsules. Helps in the formation of normal red blood cells, muscle and 
other tissue. Helps protect unsaturated fats from abnormal breakdown within the 
body. v
Iron Tablets, 325 mg. $1.83
100 tablets. An important part of hemoglobin, a protein that enables the red 
blood cells to carry oxygen through the body. It also forms a part of certain 
important enzymes.
B Complex with Minerals $3.22
100 tablets. Helps In the building of nucleic acids (vital genetic material) 
for cell nuclei and in red blood cell formation. Aids, in proper functioning 
of nervous system.
Super B 50 Capsules $3.68
50 capsules. Contains all the important B Complex vitamins in a super potency 
formula.
Natural Protein Powder $6.42
100 capsules. Helps in the formation and maintenance of healthy eyes, skin, 
hair, teeth, gums and various glands. Necessary for new cell growth and 
healthy tissues.
Natural Vitamin A & D $2.51
100 capsules. Helps in the formation and maintenance of healthy eyes, skin, hair, 
teeth, gums and various glands. Necessary for new cell growth and healthy 
tissues.
So make sure you’re getting enough. Get it from Rexall
-The Vitamin People
Vitamins
available at
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS STORE
In the University Center 243-4921 8-5 Mon. through Fri.
What’s New In Missoula?
SOUTHGATE MALL
61
DEPARTMENT STORES:
Hart-Albin
Hennessy’s
Sears
JR. DEPARTMENT STORES: 
Monarchs
Nordstrom’s Place Two
BOOKS, CARDS & GIFTS:
B. Dalton Bookseller 
The Gift Crate
Hatch’s Cards, Gifts, & Books 
Higgins Hallmark Shop
WOMEN & CHILDREN'S CLOTHING 
Anita Shop 
The Altogether 
Bo-Legs 
The Closet 
Foxmoor Casuals 
Higgins Hallmark 
Jay Jacobs 
Jean Nicole 
Miss K-G 
Kay's Dress Shop 
Maurice's 
Peck & Peck 
Roda Lee 
Sample Shack 
Western Sportsman 
Young Generation 
The Daisy (coming soon)
Mall Shops Under One Roof 
Plenty of Free Parking!
MEN’S CLOTHING:
Bo-Legs
K-G Men's Store
Kaufman's
Wein’s
The Altogether 
Jay Jacobs 
Western Sportsman 
Sample Shack
JEWELRY:
Accent
Don L. Davis, Jewelers 
Edward Jewelers 
Morgan Jewelers
MUSIC, RECORDS, & SOUND EQUIPMENT: 
Davis & Hosch Music 
Lowrey Organ 
Musicland 
Radio Shack
SPORTS:
Universal Athletics 
Western Sportsman
SHOES:
Gallenkamp Shoes 
Kinney Shoes 
Natural izer Shoes 
Ogg's Shoes 
Thom McAn
M A L L Missoula
FOOD:
Baskin-Robbins Ice Cream 
Brandy's On The Mall 
Crepe & Coffee 
Dairy Queen 
General Nutrition Center 
Hickory Farms 
Hol'n One 
JB's Big Boy 
International King's Table 
Orange Julius 
Rafferty’s Candies 
Gyros
The Natural Place
SPECIALTY SHOPS:
Aladdin's Castle 
downtown
The Bell II Tobacconist & Pipe Shoppe
Lambros Realty
Photo Factory
Regis Hairstylists
State Optical
Magic Mushroom (coming soon)
Global Travel (coming soon)
Shirt Works
FABRIC & HOME FURNISHINGS:
House of Fabrics
The Singer Corporation
Magic Mushroom (coming soon)
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-9 p.m. 
Saturday 10 a.m .-6 p.m. 
Sunday 12 noon-5 p.m.
Highway 93 South
\
N uclear Aw areness W eek features film s
By FRANK BOYETT
Montana Kaimln Associate Editor
Speeches, movies, a dance con­
cert, a panel discussion, skill­
sharing workshops, a puppet show 
and other events are on the agenda 
for the Missoula celebration of 
Nuclear Awareness Week, which 
will begin Monday, Oct. 2.
The activities Monday through 
Friday are sponsored by the
The crowd will follow a leader 
who marches twenty steps in 
advance; but if he is a thousand 
steps in front of them, they do not 
see and do not follow him, and any 
literary freebooter who chooses 
may shoot him with impunity.
—Georg Brandes
Treats are 
GRAND 
at
Higgins and 
Strand
Treats are 
GREAT 
at
Southgate
Inexpensive, 
Natural Hair 
& Skin Care 
Products 
Refillable
Bottles
517 South Higgins
Our special bite-free 
blend of tobacco is
so sinfully 
insinuating—the 
women in your life 
will beg you to smoke 
it! Come in and ask 
for
“Hint of Maraschino.”
Bring your pipe for a 
FREE pipefull.
136 E. Broadway 549-2181
The Bell II
Southgate Mall 728-27811
Progressive Student Union and 
ASUM Programming and the ac­
tivities Saturday are sponsored by 
the Headwaters Alliance Political 
Action Committee.
Free films will be shown every 
afternoon at 4:00 in the Missoula 
City-County Library. Sunday at 3 
p.m. the movie "Dr. Strangelove” 
will be shown in the University 
Center.
Speeches are scheduled Mon­
day through Thursday at 8 p.m. in 
the UC Ballroom. Speakers in­
clude: Bearhead Swaney, tribal 
councilman for the Confederated 
Salish and Kootenai Tribes, and 
Tom Power, associate professor of 
economics at UM, on Monday: 
Judy Johnsroot, co-director of the 
Environmental Coalition on 
Nuclear Power and Meyer
Chessin, professor of botany at 
UM, on Tuesday; Mike Totten, 
associate director of the National 
Taxpayers Union and a represen­
tative from the United Steel 
Workers' Union on Wednesday; 
Johno Stolks, representative from 
the Crabshell Alliance, UM 
zoology professor E. W. Pfeiffer 
and Nicky Perlas, a representative 
from the Philippine Movement for 
Environmental Protection on 
Thursday. Friday at 8 p.m. in the 
UC Ballroom Peggy Gardels, 
representative for Solar California 
will give a speech and afterwards 
there will be a panel discussion 
titled: "Montanans' Response to 
the Need for Jobs and Energy.” 
Monday at noon the University 
Dance Ensemble will perform on 
the Oval.
Saturday there will be a march, 
rally, benefit dinner and auction. 
The rally will begin at 11 a.m. in 
Caras Park beneath the Higgins 
Avenue Bridge. The dinner and 
auction will begin at 6 p.m. in the 
St. Francis Auditorium at 420 W. 
Pine St. Saul Mendlovitz, director 
of the Institute for World Order will 
speak and folksinger Ted Warm- 
brand and puppeteer Eric Wolfe 
will provide entertainment.
Skill-sharing workshops will 
also be held on Saturday begin­
ning at 1 p.m. at the St. Francis 
Auditoruim. Subjects include: 
grassroots organizing; music and 
theater; alternative energy and 
conservation practices; lobbying 
and letter writing; non-violence 
workshop and fund-raising.
The annual Hike-Bike for 
Retarded Citizens will take place 
Sept. 30. It will begin at 7:30 a.m. at 
the South Avenue entrance to the 
fairgrounds. The route is 20 miles 
long and goes from  the 
fairgrounds to Bonner and back. A 
table with pledge forms will be 
available during university 
registration today and tomorrow. 
Forms also will be available from 
the Missoula Advocacy Program, 
740 S. Higgins Ave. or the Oppor­
tunity Workshop at 500 E. Alder.
Several prizes will be awarded to 
participants who turn in the most 
pledges and come in first. The 
funds are used locally to support 
programs and efforts on behalf of 
the retarded citizens of Missoula 
County. For further information 
call 549-2930.
100%
cotton plaid 
flannel shirt.
2 pockets 
full button 
front with 
placket.
Perfect for 
Fall Days.
m u M i.
SOUTHGATE MALL
M en’s
C otton
Flannel
S hirts
2/11.99
reg. *7 each
I °Pen Sunday 9 ^ 0 0 0 9 9 9 ?V a V a W A V a V W V W W 1̂
Memory Banke Special
Every Album and Tape 
ON SALE
50$ OFF
Any of These Items
•  Sound Guard
•  Disc Preener
•  Dust Bug
•  Blank 8-Tracks
•  8-Track Head Cleaner
(No limits on quantities) *•
New and Used
50$ off our everyday 
low price
(Does not apply to 
cutouts)
Reg. $4.99, NOW $4.49 
Reg. $5.99, NOW $5.49, 
etc.
(No limits on quantities)
That’s Right! Everybody has a sale with a few 
albums. But this Friday, Saturday and Sunday 
only the Memory Banke will have EVERY $6.98 list 
album on sale for just $4.49. Check our selection, 
check our prices and you’ll know why we’re 
Missoula’s No. 1 Music Headquarters.
• Sale Rules
•  No gimmicks
•  You must mention 
seeing this ad in the 
Kaimin when you come in 
(No exceptions)
•  Right from our 
regular stock
•  First come first choice
* No rain checks
* No limits on quantities
► 100% guaranteed 
satisfaction
on all used items
► Some below our cost
► Over 7,000 to choose from
RULES STRICTLY ADHERED TO
"We Guarantee What We Sell"
MEMORY BANKE
"Across from the Old Post Office"
728-5780 140 E. Broadway
Open Sunday w w w w w w w w f t w v w w w w
The Park drops music, 
but keep on boogying!
For those of you who are retur­
ning after a summer of dissolution 
and need a quick fix of the same to 
get you through the weekend, 
there is bad news. Montana's 
number one dive, the Park Hotel, 
no longerwill provide you with that 
sense of sweaty relief made 
memorable by visits from the Live 
Wire Choir, Big Sky Mud Flaps, et 
al. Not that the bands have dis­
banded, no. It's just that the Park 
no longer books entertainment.
Ah well, all is not lost. The Top 
Hat is still going strong, having 
booked the Live Wire Choir, a good 
bluegrass and swing band, into,its 
underwater atmosphere through 
Saturday. There will be a $1 cover 
charge Friday and Saturday. Bar 
drinks begin at $1, beer is 80 to 90 
cents.
Across the street, The Holding 
Company, site of many strange 
and interesting events last year, 
has moved its disco dancing 
downstairs to the Star Garage and 
will have a live band playing top 40 
music upstairs. <No cover. Bar 
drinks are $1.25, beer $1 and 
pitchers of margaritas go for $5.
On the 93 Strip, The Benchmark 
has Freshwood, a disco and top-40 
band from Seattle. Cover charge 
$1, bar booze $1.50, beer $1.10.
Also on the Strip, My Place has 
its houseband, Whiskey Ridge, 
playing country music Tuesday 
through Saturday and Dave 
Everest providing 50s material on
Sunday and Monday. The owner of 
this bar tried to bring topless 
waitresses to the Missoula lunch 
crowd here last spring, but the idea 
d idn 't catch on. (Feminists 
beware.) No cover. Bar drinks 
$1.20-$1.30, beer $1.
The Trading Post Saloon, next 
door to My Place, has had a hard 
time deciding what it wants to be. 
Shortly after Rawhide Night pass­
ed away, the owner went to a 
country western format which was 
foiled when the house band broke 
up. Currently the Saloon is back to 
rock and top-40 music with 
Dancer, an out-of-town band. No 
cover. Bar drinks run $1 to $1.50, 
beer 65 cents, pitchers $2.65- 
$2.90.
The Sllvertlp Lounge on 
Southwest Higgins says it is aim­
ing for the "quiet crowd" with its 
current band, Reach. No cover, no 
hard rock. Bar drinks $1, beer 85 
cents.
The Cabin’s house band, Wild 
Bill, plays contemporary country 
western music Monday through 
Saturday. No cover. House drinks 
$1.10, beer 85 cents. Just go out 
route 3 to East Missoula.
One of the better dance floors in 
town can be found at The Amvets 
Club on California Street. The 
house band, Missouri Breaks, 
plays country western music there 
Thursday through Monday and 
Bob Heavener plays T uesdays and 
Wednesdays. No cover. House 
drinks $1.40, beer $1.
Admissions up by 89 
from last year’s number
Admission records show that 89 
more students have been admitted 
to the University of Montana in 
comparison to last year's totals of 
new students, Marilyn Parker, 
director of Admissions affirmed 
Wednesday in a telephone inter­
view.
She said that 3,279 students 
have applied and 2,738 have been 
admitted, which indicates a possi­
ble increase of another 541 
students.
However, she pointed out there 
is no way to project total enroll­
ment figures until after registration 
is completed. Parker said it is 
impossible to guess how many 
students will be continuing from 
last year, so it would be inaccurate 
to build on last year's enrollment 
statistics.
Another gauge of enrollment is 
dormitory occupation, but the 
housing office reports that it will 
not have a stable tally of occupants 
until late next week. This year, 
however, the office is counting the
number of new UM students in the 
dormitories. At this point, Carrie 
Sharp, office secretary, said there 
are about 1150 new students living 
on UM’s campus. She added that 
this is temporary until occupancy 
reports are turned in next week.
Unfortunately, there is no 
previous figure to compare this 
year's figure with.
If final calculations show that 
UM's enrollment has increased 
from last year, UM will be an 
example of the "new high” in 
college enrollment projected by 
the National Center for Education 
Statistics, which is a part of the 
Education Division of HEW.
The NCES surveys also indicate 
that colleges and universities will 
set new records in 1978-79 by 
awarding one million bachelor 
degrees. The report also included 
that 347,000 master's degrees, 
37,000 doctorates, and 67,000 first- 
professional degrees would be 
awarded.
Montana Copper Shop
(Laigett selection In th t Wml)
Indian made jewelry 
Handcrafted pottery and beadwork 
Minnetonka mocassins . .  . and more! 
Open Sundays, too!
M O W E A M M ,
Next to the Colonel on W. Broadway and Poison. MT 
542-2709 Daily 8 a.m.—9 p.m.
Free Parking Reasonable Prices
Montana Trade Fair: 
study in alternatives
The second annual Montana 
Trade Fair, an exhibition of 
Montana-owned and operated free 
enterprise combined with the 
atmosphere of a country fair, will 
be held at the Missoula County 
Fairgrounds Sept. 23 and 24.
The fair, sponsored by the 
Missoula-based Montana Small 
Business Association (MSBA), will 
be a two-day potpourri of exhibits, 
workshops, demonstrations, 
music, entertainment, food and 
fun, all with an affinity to Montana 
and its life style.
According to MSBA member 
and Fair Director Pat Roesch, a 
variety of workshops will run 
continually throughout the fair. 
Author, teacher and radio per­
sonality Kim Williams will conduct 
her popular edible wild plants 
workshop; organic gardening will 
be conducted by Sandra Perrin; 
Joe Frechette of Darby will deal 
with solar and underground house 
design and construction; Blue Star 
Tipis of Missoula will consider less 
permanent forms of housing; 
waterless toilets will be the topic of 
a workshop led by Chris Cappe of 
Feathered Pipe Ranch; Sonja Leir- 
fallom of Missoula will conduct a 
workshop on biodegradable 
cleaning compounds; holistic 
health and diet will be considered 
by Mary Cummings of the Univer­
sity of Montana; organizing a food 
co-op will be the topic of a 
workshop led by Mary Billingsley 
of People's Market; the Montana 
Democratic Party will look at
legislation that affects the small 
business; RARE II, the controver­
sial wilderness study, will be the 
topic of a program by Cass 
Chinske and Barry Adams; and the 
Montana subdivision law will be 
discussed by Gary Matson of the 
Environm enta l In fo rm a tion  
Center. Other workshops will deal 
with assertiveness training, com­
munication skills, body movement, 
new games, children's books and a 
learning exchange.
More than 100 Montana small 
b u s in e s s e s , c ra f ts  and 
organizations will exhibit such 
things as handmade clocks, 
custom log homes, goldsmithing, 
flour milling, publishing and 
puppets. An old fashioned barter 
test and auction will be held 
Sunday at noon. A children's 
cen te r fea tu ring  c low ns, 
magicians, storytelling, crafts, 
stage makeup, mimes and 
children's theatre will offer a full 
schedule for kids. Also wandering 
among all this will be minstrels, 
fiddlers, bagpipers, actors and 
Indian dancers.
For the adventuresome, the 
KYLT hot-air balloon will offer a 
bird’s-eye-view of the fun.
The fair will open Saturday and 
Sunday at 10 a.m. and run until 5 
p.m. Admission is $1.50 for adults 
and 75 cents for children 6-12. 
Children under 6 will be admitted 
free.
For more information call Cindy 
Elliot, MSBA coordinator, or Pat 
Roesch at 728-0015.
Apology, but no money 
for Kyi-yo Indian Club
By TOM HARVEY
Montana Kalmin Reporter
The University of Montana’s 
equal employment opportunity 
officer ruled this summer there is 
no basis for the Kyi-yo Indian Club 
complaint that it was the victim of 
discrimination during Central 
Board budgeting sessions Spring 
Quarter.
The complaint stems from a May 
10 CB meeting in which ASUM 
President Garth Jacobson read 
portions of a letter from a student 
that said funding of race-oriented 
groups is an "attempt to cover up 
past deeds w ith  specia l 
allocations,” and that groups 
should be funded without “giving 
special consideration to our guilt.”
The club claimed that Jacob­
son 's s ta tem ent was d is ­
criminatory and that the club was 
entitled to more money than it had 
received. The club, which re­
quested $16,825, recieved $6,000 
for this year.
EEO Officer Lynda Brown 
rebuked Jacobson for reading the 
Statement, saying that he exhibited 
“stupidity" and “discrimination."
But at the same time she said the 
club did not receive more money 
because the board simply did not 
have enough to give out, not 
because of discrimination.
Brown also ordered ASUM to 
apologize to the club, and Jacob­
son said he would be meeting with 
the club president soon.
Earlier in the summer the club 
had threatened to sue CB and 
withdrew its members’ activity fees 
from ASUM.
However, an Aug. 4 deadline for 
appealing Brown’s decision has 
passed without any action by the 
club.
However, Susan Childers, club 
president, said yesterday the 
group has also filed a complaint 
with the civil rights division of the 
Health, Education and Welfare 
federal office in Denver.
Childers said she received a 
letter from the Denver office say­
ing the complaint would be in­
vestigated, but there would be a 
delay because of a large work load.
But Childers said the club has 
“friends in the Department of 
Justice who will try to speed up the 
investigation.”
The Good Food Store is moving 
(finally) to 108 W. Main.
We will be closed Tuesday, Sept. 26; Wednesday, 
Sept. 27; and Thursday, Sept. 28.
With the added space we will be 
able to serve you more efficiently.
118 W. Main
TORE
Open Friday til 9
|  I-------------------------------------------------------------------
|  I ENTRY FORM
| I would like to participate in your annual run in 
§§ | Missoula on October 8.1978, at 1:00 p.m. Enclosed
&  | find $3 for my entry fee.
g  | I hereby release the Ogg’s Shoe Co. from any and 
» j all liability and including any medical claims which 
| may arise from my participation in this event.
i  I MALE D 19’ 24 §  FEMALE D 19‘ 24
£  j □  25-34 & □  25-34
i§ J □  13 under □  35.44 ® □  13 under □  35-44
»  D 14-18 □  45 over $•: ^  14-18 □  45 over
S  Mail applications to:
Oggs Shoes
1  223 N. Higgins
S  Missoula, MT 59801
I $
Name _____________________ _ ____________  j
Address ___________________ ___________ ;_ | >JS
Date of B irth ______________ _ ______________  j
3-mile or 10-mile_______________________ - | $
Signed ___ _______________________ -  ! #
(If under 18 parent must sign) •
Registration Deadline Oct. 7,1978 j§
1
|  Stop by our downtown or Southgate Mall store tor further details about the run. J
GABE KAPLAN
Saturday 
8:00 p.m.
All Seats Reserved
October 14,1978  
Adams Fieldhouse, 
$5.00 - $6.00
Tickets available at the Memory Banke,
Vo Tech Bookstore, Associated Students Store 
'and Eli's Records & Tapes
an ASUM presentation
000 (jDG’SWOW Bank provides ticket outlet
Ths Week In Preview will be a 
weekly feature in the Montana 
Kalmin, listing all campus events 
(films, concerts, rallies, political 
functions, lectures, meetings, etc.) 
and community events of interest 
to students. The Week in Preview 
will run every Tuesday. Items must 
be delivered to the Kaimin office 
on the second floor of the Jour­
nalism Building by noon Monday, 
and should include date, time, 
location and a brief description of 
the event.
On-campus Films
"More Nuclear Power Stations,” 
sponsored by the Progressive 
Student Union, today, 8 p.m., UC 
Montana Rooms.
Benefits
Rummage sale for Headwaters 
Alliance, all day Saturday, 115 
Takima Dr.
Headwaters Alliance benefit 
concert, featuring Poor Monroe,
Flo & Glass and Stewball, Sunday, 
9 p.m., Palace Hotel basement. 
Tickets are $2.50, available at the 
UC, Fine Print Bookstore and at 
the door. Beers are 25 cents.
Music
In concert Sunday — Black Oak 
Arkansas and Canned Heat, 8 p.m. 
in the Field House. Tickets are $6 
in advance and $7 at the door.
Kroeze Brothers Crusade, Sept. 
24-30, 7:30 p.m. in the UC 
Ballroom.
Trips
Day hike to Squaw Peak, Sun­
day, $3.50. Register at Campus 
Recreation, Women's Center 109.
Backpack into the Mission 
Mountain Wilderness, Saturday 
and Sunday, $5, Campus Rec.
Sports
Football — The Grizzlies vs. 
Arizona State University, Satur­
day, 1 p.m., Dornblaser Stadium.
Meetings
High School Journalism Con­
ference, Friday, 8 a.m., UC Mon­
tana Rooms.
Alumni Board of Directors 
meeting, Saturday, 9 a.m., UC 
Montana Rooms.
Missoula area school ad­
ministrators, Monday, 3 p.m., UC 
Montana Rooms.
Seminars
Note taking demonstration and 
reading lab, Friday, 10 a.m., UC 
Montana Rooms.
Montana real estate pre­
licensing course, Sept. 23-29, 9 
a.m., UC Montana Rooms.
Miscellaneous
Law book sale, today, 8 a.m., UC 
Montana Rooms.
Registration and orientation, 
today, 8 a.m.-5 p.m., UC Ballroom 
and Field House.
Military Science open house 
today, 8 a.m.-5 p.m., Men's Gym.
Math placement test, today, 
noon. Math 109.
Parents’ Day breakfast with 
athletes, Saturday, 9 a.m., Gold 
Oak East.
Center Course registration. 
Sept. 25-Oct. 10, noon-6 p.m., UC 
3rd floor ticket office.
GRE deadlines
Deadlines for registering to take 
admission tests required by 
graduate and professional schools 
are here.
Those planning to take the 
Graduate Record Examination 
(GRE) are advised to register on or 
before Sept. 28.
The Graduate Management Ad­
mission Test (GMAT) deadline for 
registration was yesterday; 
however la te re g is tra tio n  
deadlines are generally one week 
later than regular registration 
deadlines.
Contact Dr. Tom Huff in the 
philosophy department for further 
information.
The First National Montana 
Bank is providing the Missoula 
community with a downtown ticket 
outlet for all university and local 
organization's events. Located in 
the old drive-in window next to the 
bank, which is located at the 
corner of Front Street and Higgins 
Avenue, the box office hours will 
be noon till 6 p.m., Wednesday- 
Friday.
Any clubs or organizations in­
terested in using the box office as 
an additional outlet for ticket 
distribution for their events are 
urged to contact the Jacobson 
Agency, 244 West Front Street, 
728-4801.
The box office will be staffed by 
members of the Retired Senior 
Volunteer Program. The box office 
opened Wednesday and tickets to 
the Sept. 23 UM vs. Northern 
Arizona University football game 
are available.
ASUM LECTURE NOTES
Lecture Notes will be available for several classes being offered this Quarter. The notes are 
published weekly and are offered as a supplemental study aid to assist students in understanding 
the course material and in improving note taking skills.
IS
Psychology #110 
History #261 
History #367 
Chemistry #101
$4.00 per quarter
3.00
3.00
4.00
Lecture notes may be picked up in the Programming Office, 
University Center, Room 104.
For Before and After 
Game Celebrations 
try 8 Ball 
Billiards
$1.25 Pitchers
11 p.m.-mldnight daily
$1 an hour Pool
11 a.m.-6 p.m. daily
$1.00 Pitchers Frtd,y,8*pt224 p.m.-6 .m.
EIGHT BALL BILLARDS
3101 Russell St. 549-9651
Chuck’s
Live
Entertainment 
in our 
Upstairs 
Lounge
Downstairs 
bar with 
games,
728-9915 
119 W. Main
TRAVELING?
ALWAYS MAKE RESERVATIONS EARLY
ravel International
"Specialists In Personal Service"
2210 Brooks 
(Across from Ming's)
We Have Lots of Free Travel Brochures
9 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon.-FrL, 9 a.m.-Noon Sat.—721-2444
Sip into something
able
So smooth. Easy to sip. Delicious! 
Comfort®’s unlike any other liquor. 
It tastes good just poured over ice. 
That’s why it makes mixed drinks 
taste much better, too.
S o u t h e r n
C o m f o r t
great w ith ;  
C o la  •  B it te r  L em o n  
T o n ic  •  o ra n g e  ju ic e  
S q u i r t . . . e v e n  m ilk
SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION. OUEUR. ST LOWS. M0 f
lo ti and found_________
FOUND: MASTER lock by Van Buren footbridge 9-
18, call Frank at #6284.__________________i - i
FOUND: YELLOW IV speed bike under Van Buren 
St. overpass. Describe situation. Alan—721*1840 
or 721-5088.__________ ________________ V I
personals_________________
STAINED GLASS class for beginners now forming.
Call 549-3853 or 728-6328. _____________ 1-2
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY Options—Call Marie at 
728-3820 or 728-3845, 549-7721; or Mimi at 549-
7317._______ _____________________  1-40
STUDENT VIEWS NEEDED: As a regular part of its 
annual evaluation of faculty, the Sociology Dept, 
solicits student views of faculty. If you have had as 
little as a single course from a single instructor 
your opinions are desired; you need not be a 
sociology major. Please provide your information 
in writing or personally to the department 
chairman (ext. 5281 or CB333) by September 29.
1978.________ ' ________________  1-1
SOCIOLOGY MAJORS and prospective majors are 
invited to a meeting at 2:00 p.m. in CB252 on 
Thursday. Sept. 28. Faculty will be there to answer 
questions and to inform you of activities and plans
for the year._________ __________________ i - i
IF YOU'RE still carrying your books In your hands 
you haven't been to the TRAILHEAD to take 
advantage of our back to school day pack 
specials. 501 S. Higgins. 543-8966.________ 1-1
NOW AVAILABLE in paperback: Wendell Berry's the 
Unsettling o t America. $4.95 at Freddy's Feed & 
Read. 1221 Helen.______________________ t-1
VETERANS: NOW is the time to see Army ROTC on 
2-year program. $100 per month and other 
benefits. 243-4191.______________________ V I
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT & WEDDING RINGS: 
Up to 50% discount to students, faculty. ,& staff. 
Example, ’/« ct. $150, 'A ct. $350, <1 ct. $995, by 
buying direct from leading diamond cutter. For 
color catalog send $1 to SMA Diamond Importers, 
Inc., Box 42, Fanwood, N.J. 07023 (Indicate name 
of school) or call (212) 682-3390 for location of 
showroom nearest you._________________ 1-11
JAN'S ELECTROLYSIS Center. Licensed 
Electrologist. Janet McCormick by appt. only.
Phone 721-3585 or 721-1524.____________  1-5
25C BEER
Noon-2 p.m., 8-9 p.m. $1.25 pitchers. The TAVERN, 
2061 S. 10th W.________________________1-40
KEG SPECIAL $25.95 (16 gallon plus deposit) 
Schlitz. Lucky or Tuborg at the TAVERN, 2061 So. 
10th W.______________________________ 1-24
CARPET SAMPLES 354 to . $1.00. Large carpet 
samples, $5.95. Small carpet remnants, 50% off. 
Gerhardt Floors—542-2243 — 1358% West 
Broadway._____________________________1-1
WELCOME TO a celebrating community Christ the 
King Catholic Church and Newman Center, 1400 
Gerald. Liturgy schedule: Sat. eve., 7:00 p.m.r
Sun., 9:00 & 11:00 a.m. & 4:30 p.m. Communal 
penance, Wednesday, September 27, 7:30 p.m.
__________________________ .___________ V2
AUDITIONS FOR PROSPECTIVE MEMBERS OF 
MISSOULA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA. 1978-79 
season will be Sept. 26-27. MSO is seeking 
qualified string players in particular. However, 
players of all Instruments of standard symphonic 
in Instrumentation should apply. For specific 
times and place, call or sign up at the Music Office, 
Music School. U of M, 243-6880.___________1-2
help wanted____________________________
TWO WORK/Study positions open with the Student 
Action Center (SAC). Coordination and further 
development of a multi-disciplinary internship 
program will be primary responsibility of one 
position. This job involves correspondence, 
telephone contacting, attention to details, interest 
in helping students in career decision making, 
plenty of initiative; student will also do research 
and work on other SAC programs and projects. 
Applicant should have good writing and speaking 
ability. Experience in public relations work, 
organizing and setting up systems and program 
development preferred but not required. Other 
position is for recyclying coordinator/worker. 
Employee will be responsible for separating and 
collecting recyclables on campus, transporting 
recyclables to be recycled, keeping records and 
possible light bookkeeping for SAC, and coming 
up with methods, ideas for refining recycling 
system; student will slso do research and work on
other SAC programs and. projects. Do not apply 
unless you are an enthusiastic, disciplined 
individual who can work independently. 10 to 20 
hours a week. Apply Student Action Center 
(SAC), 105 UC; phone: 243-2451.__________ V I
services___________________________________
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES! Send $1.00 for your 265- 
page. mail order catalog of Collegiate Research. 
10,250 topics listed. Prompt Delivery Box 25907- 
B. Los Apgeles. CA 90025. (213) 477-8228. 1 -35 
LECTURE NOTES are available for the following 
classes th|s Quarter: Psychology. History 4261. 
History #367 and Chemistry #101. The hotes are 
published weekly and are offered as a 
supplemental study aid to assist students in 
understanding the course ' material and in 
. improving note taking skills. Sign up in the 
Programming Office. UC 104._____________2-1
roommates needed__________________________
CLEAN. QUIET, non-smoking female to share very 
nice house in Florence. $140/mo., split electricity 
and phone. Local call, 273-0149.___________1-5
education ________________________
DANCE CLASSES, Elenita Brown, experienced 
teacher enrolling now Missoula T & Th—pre­
dance, Ballet/Character, Modern, Primitive. Jazz, 
Spanish/Flamenco. 728-1683 or 1-777-5956. 
__________________________________________ 1-21
volunteers needed_________________________
YWCA BATTERED WOMEN'S SHELTER NEEDS 
HELP Work as an advocate and counselor by 
staffing the shelter. Training available Mondays. 1 
p.m.. or 7 p.m. Call the YWCA for more 
information. 543-6691.___________________ 2-1
No one ever went broke un­
derestimating the taste of the 
American public.
—H. L. Mencken
If Fascism came to America it 
would be on a program of 
Americanism.
—Huey P. Long
The surest way to corrupt a 
youth is to instruct him to hold in 
higher esteem those who think 
alike than those who think 
differently.
—Friedrich Nietzsche
Welcome 
Old & New Students
FRESH
Hu c k l e b e r r y
ICE CREAM
Hansen’s
519 South Higgins
Applications are 
being accepted 
for
STUDENT 
ACTION 
CENTER 
Director
UC 105
Deadline Sept. 29, 1978
You’re guaranteed 
a better buy 
at Photo Factory
PHOTO 
FclCTOlia
That's right. Photo Factory does 
guarantee you a better buy in the way we 
sell our cameras and photo equipment to 
you— our customer!
FIRST, we demonstrate. We compare.
We explain product features. We 
recommend the right equipment and 
accessories to suit every need. And we 
sell only brand name products at Photo 
Factory everyday discount prices. All 
Photo Factory products come with a 
manufacturers guarantee.
SECONO, if you buy a camera, we add a 
FREE subscription to LENS Magazine.
THIRD, if you're not completely satisfied 
with your camera purchase, return it
within 30 days, in new condition, and 
we’ll exchange it for any other camera in 
stock. This privilege applies to flash 
accessories and lenses, too. Sorry, 
no refunds.
FOURTH, if within 30 days from the date 
you buy a camera, you see an ad for an 
identical camera, in a regularly scheduled 
and audited local newspaper, dated 
within that 30 days period, at a lower 
cost— present that ad to us and we'll 
refund the difference in cash! Excluding 
one of a kind or limited sales items.
We assure our customers service, 
quality, exchange privileges, factory 
guarantees and a Photo Factory better 
buy at everyday discount prices.
FINANCING AVAILABLE
M B \ m
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED IN
S O U T H G A T E
M A L L  Missoula 
543-8090
2 Shows U.C. Ballroom 
7:00 & 9:30 Oct. 3 Tuesday Night 
$5.00 General Admission
Presented by ASUM Programming
On'Columbia Records. Willard Alexander V  Agent. Kim Ferguson M aragerer.t
Non Credit Center Courses
BOXING — UM Boxing Club
YOGA — Becky Boyles, Instr.
SELF DEFENSE 
FOR WOMEN—Susan 
McDougal, Instr.
Sign Up Monday,
3rd floor, University Center
Does the offer 
sound a little 
shifty?
$10 off any
winter coat or 
j'acket
until September 30
Bring along your U of M ID and 
we’ll prove to you the offer is 
for real!
Leather, down filled & wool coats by:
Levi’s . . .  Woolrich . . .  Comfy 
Pacific Trail . . .  Field & Stream
Nickel a Pickle Jar in Store
Proceeds go to Big Brothers & Big Sisters of Missoula
B e low  Decks at
Higgins & Pine
Low Everyday Prices on Name Brand 
Stereo Equipment at Team
The first
piece
audio
m
you need
FREE
TEAM'S New 1979 Catalog.
Cd P I O N E E R
MGMRDCUTV
HPM-60
4-WAY/4-DRIVER SPEAKERS
OD P I O N E E R
SX 1080
—DC Direct Coupled Power 
Amp Circuitry
—Left/Right Channel Power 
Meters
A great speaker system at a great 
price. The HPM 60 uses a carbon 
fiber blended woofer and high 
polymer super tweeter to deliver 
superb sound.
—120 Watts per channel RMS 
Outut
—No more than .05% total 
harmonic distortion 
from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz
*NAV *250 *NAV *69995
Technics SB-7000A. A 3-way “ Linear Phase" speaker system that consists of 
a 13%" woofer, 4%" midrange driver, dome-type high frequency radiator and 
specifically designed crossover networks in a vented enclosure. These com­
ponents all combine to reproduce music with an astonishing sense of realism. 
Not to be overlooked is the high efficiency and high power handling capability 
which permits the SB-7000A to be used with a wide range o f amplifiers, even 
those of modest power output. Other features include: midrange and tweeter 
level controls, cabinetry of a textured, black finish that is peel, scuff and mar 
resistant. A fine loudspeaker system for medium to large listening areas.
Enclosure: bass reflex drivers: 13%“ woofer; 4V«“ midrange; VA” dome-type tweeter. Im­
pedance: 6 ohms. Dimensions: 33V4”h. x 8%”w. x 16V4"d. Cabinetry: mar resistant black 
textured finish.
•N.A.V. $879 Pr.—Save $400.00
NOW
ONLY
$4790°
Marantz introduces a medium-powered receiver with many of the features 
usually found only in high-powered receivers. A handful o f examples: Dual 
Tuning Meters, Midrange Tone Control and a complete complement of reamp 
functions including a 12 dB per octave High Filter and Tape Monitoring c ir­
cuitry. Combine them with traditional Marantz gold anodized styling, 
styling, impeccable Marantz engineering and performance excellence, and 
you’ve got one o f the best receiver values ever to carry the Marantz name. 
The Model 1530 delivers 30 watts per channel into 8 ohms, minimum con­
tinuous power output from 20 to 20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.08% total 
harmonic distortion.
‘ N.A.V. $339.95—Save $100.00
o Z  $23900
NOW TEAM PRICED AT
*149
NOW TEAM PRICED AT
*475
KENWOOD KD 3070
DIRECT DRIVE SEMI­
AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE
—20 pole, 30 slot D.C. Servo Motor 
—Wow and flutter less than .035% (WRMS) 
—Rumble pin weighted—better than 70 dB
*NAV *195
NOW TEAM PRICED AT
*120
Economical front-loader loaded extras . . .  the Technics RS-615US Cassette 
Deck. Built-in Dolby®, 2 tape heads plus extras like unattended operation 
(with optional external timer) to preset start timer in either record or playback 
mode. Other features include: electronically controlled motor, 2-position 
m ic/line selector switch; 3-position tape selector switch; click-stop record 
level control to adjust left and right channels separately or simultaneously, 
and more.
*N.A.V. $199.95—Save Over $50.00
o Z  $ 14900
10% Coupon Applies to Regularly Priced Catalog Items Only.
TEAM SERVICES EVERYTHING WE SELL 
•  COMPLETE SERVICE FACILITIES FOR ALL 
MAKES AND MODELS.
Hours: 10 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Daily 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Saturday 
1208 W. Kent •  549-4119
*NAV. National Advertised Value
TEAM serves you in over 100 locations. Stop in at the one
32—Montana Kaimin •  Friday, September 22, 1978
teTEAM.
ELECTRONICS
nearest you. Prices and availability may vary by location/® 1978, TEAM Electronics.
